
May IT, 1958 

Dr* Harry J* Skomia, Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
111 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Hairy: 

Thanks for your loiter of March 11 and for the comments you made aoout 
the phrasing of the title of the seminar* 

This looked mighty strange to me whoa first I sum it, and I wondered ii 
this is what Headquarters really wanted* It certainly didn*t seam to mo 
that this is what the ooifimiitea had in laind* 

Sincerely, 

Rs, D* Cheydleur 
NASD Research Committee 

CC: Sam Becker 

airmail 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE • EAST LANSING 

TELEVISION STATION • WKAR-TV 

/ May 16, 1958 

Mr. Sam Becker 
State University of Iowa 
Television Center 
Iowa City, lows. 

Dear Sam: 

In regard to the resolutions of the Utilization Study Group, I would suggest 
that Gale's committee would he the one to sponsor such a resolution. 

The survey referred to in the first paragraph is not the kind of research 
we discussed at the MSB Seminar in Columbus and is of the type which the 
Utilization Committee could well conduct on its own, particularly with the 
experience of Gale Adkins available. Should he want to consult with a 
representative of the research committee on questionnaire design, etc., 
I think this would be most appropriate. 

The systematic collection of factual information is an important activity, 
and it is to be hoped that many of the committees will have occasion to 
do so. If all such projects were to be funneled through the research 
committee we would end up a bottleneck rather than a facilitating committee. 

Sincerely, 

Irving R. Merrill 
Director of Television Research 

IBM/cdm 

cc: Harry J, Skornia 
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INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS + IIRBANA 

4>/f>: 4 

May 8, 19^8 

Prof. Sam L. Becker 
Department of Speech 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

Finally can get around to answering your note to the research committee. 
Hope I am not too late. 

No, I will not be able to attend the Ohio Institute, and hence the extra¬ 
day research committee meeting as well. But yes, I do have some thoughts on 
the problems you raise in your memo. 

Assuming we have only the two grand to play around with, my first 
inclination is to say just let's continue as we have been. By this I mean 
that this is such a paltry sum to begin with, it is hardly worthwhile trying 
to develop more grandiose plans. Even if we have more, I still would favor 
the general system of inviting proposals for research on a variety of topics 
rather than us trying to limit the grants to certain areas. I base this 
suggestion on two feelings I have: (1) Research is needed in ETV and radio 
in almost an area, and (2) I find it personally abhorrent to try to dictate 
researcn interests to others just because we may control some of the purse¬ 
strings. Scholarship and good research flourishes, I think, in an atmosphere 
of free choice. My main complaint on the activities of Ford and ETRC in the 
ETV area to date is jusb on this point—they have virtually decided what kinds 

of research they will support, and anyone wanting to do research in this area 
is almost forced to comply with these limitations if they want some support. 

The above, of course, should be no excuse to sponsor poor research. 
Rather, we should invite applications across the board, as it were, and make 
our decisions on the merits of the individual projects. I do wish, however, 
tnat we had more than $2,000 to work with. There are obviously some projects 
that could be done for just a few hundred dollars, but there may be a real hot 
one that would need most of the available funds, and I would hate to be in the 
position of turning it down just because we feel we can only offer just so 
much for each individual project. 

Generally, my feelings are that NAEB should appoint a Research Director 
or sometning similar, who will try to work with the committee toward one 
primary aim at the present—approaching the powers and places that be to 
get more funds for research, which the committee can then allocate to needy 
and worthy projects. Better still, the committee, on its own, can try to 
develop a few substantial research ideas and then try to get funds for that 



Prof. S. L. Becker -2- May 8, 195>8 

soon—I still don't know what our function is, but if my guess is half-way 
correct, we will accomplish next to nothing unless we get the ball rolling 
real soon. For the most part, research in radio and TV has followed rather 
than led; it has been a posteri rather than a priori. Maybe we can do 
something about changing this state of affairs, since it does seem to be a 
case of cart-before-the-horse, and all that jazz. 

About some of your other comments: I don't think we should go into the 
publishing business. The need now is for good research and not so much the 
dissemination of not-so-good completed research. Similarly, I regard our 
responsibility more along the lines of initiating or stimulating research 
rather than teaching station managers how to use it. If they ask for it, 
OK, but let us not try to push it on them. And even if they ask, I am not 
so sure we know what to tell them at this stage. 

Again, on Ray Cheydleur's remarks, my feeling is that we should neither 
favor applied or basic research, or anything else. It would be false and 
presumptuous for us to do so, I think. However, if we do have to make a choice, 
I obviously lean more toward the basic, not only because I do this kind myself 
but also because we have ample evidence that the applied without the basic is 
like building a bridge without any knowledge of structural factors, etc. 

Re *Irv's suggestion to the Census Bureau, fine and dandy—every little 
bit helps certainly. However, if I had a choice of ti-jo questions to add to 
the already overlong census forms, I personally would not put in these two— 
we already know quite a bit about set ownership and their correlates (the 
fact that Qk% of the population has a TV set today brings us to the near 
saturation point, and who cares about the others); I would like to know more 
about the people than their demographic characteristics. However, this is 
obviously a personal bias of mine, so make of it what you will. 

That's my contribution—lengthy perhaps, but probably amounting to next 
to nothing. I may be off-base on all this, but I am still in the dark 
regarding the function of the NAEB researcn committee. Perhaps you can 
enlighten me when you have the chance. 

Sorry to sound off so hard and long, but you asked for it, remember. 
And while I am in this mood, let me add my keen disappointment at the contents 
of the report of our NAEB research meeting in Columbus. I thought we did 
contribute a little more in the way of specific suggestions and creative ideas 
than the report reflected. As it is, it reads, to me at least, like a primer 
for any introductory course in research methods. I don't see it much as a 
stimulus for new research, which I thought was the aim. 

Glad to hear you people are using the SD in some of your work. If 
possible, please keep me in touch with further developments on this—what 
kinds of problems, how used, etc. We do like to keep on top of such develop¬ 
ments and applications. 



Prof. S. L. Becker -3- May 8, 1958 

Let me hear from you soon on these matters. 1 also hear you will be 
off next year on a fullbright or something, -rood show. When and where 

are you going? Best regards. 

TT* 
Perc Tanneribaum 

PHT:fs 



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

UNIVERSITY PARK 

LOS ANGELES 7 

May 6, 19£8 

Professor Sam Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
Division of Television-Radio-Film 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam, 

In looking over Elmer Sulzer»s NAEB report, Promoting 

Educational Broadcasting, I found the following recommenda¬ 
tions: Wide- discrepancies in the printing oosts of program 
schedules would seem to indicate that the NAEB could sponsor 
some helpful research along these lines. This preliminary 
survey indicates a large area of possible research in the 
public relations activities of educational broadcasting 
stations that should be explored on a systematic and scientific 
basis. 

Are these matters upon which action should be taken by 
the research committee? 

Yours sincerely. 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman 
Department of Telecommunications 

kh:mk 

air mail 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

14 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

June 26, 1958 

Dr. Sam Becker 
TV Center 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

You may have learned from other sources, but 
in any event. Burton Paulu has resigned as NAEB president 
to accept a study grant from The Fund for Advancement. 
I have been named to fill the unexpired term. As 
President, I therefore ask you to continue to serve as 
Chairman of the Research Committee, along with committee 
members appointed by Paulu. 

wank E. Schooley 
President 

FESfb 

cc: Ray Cheydleur 
Irv Merrill 
Ken Harwood 
I. Keith Tyler 
Hideya Kumata 
Perc Tannerbaum 
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UNIVERSITY BROADCASTING SERVICES June 25, 1958 

Dr* Sam L. Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
Division of Radio, Television, Film 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

The proposed announcement looks good! 

Could we have some sort of statement asking the institutions to show what 
they are contributing to the project? —I don't say this should be on a 
matching funds basis but I would like to see something contributed in the 
way of IBM cards, use of equipment, etc. 

Where do we stand with the report from Ohio? Didn't Keith say that we could 
expect the finish of the project long before this? 

Seems to me that if we're ever going to get out of the penny-grant business and 
really get into some dollar-grants, this study better be finished in a hurry. 
Then, too, the Board isn't going to pay for a $12-$l5,000 Director until this 
has been nailed down. 

I appreciate your offer to help me, Sam. Really, I'm glad to get out of here. 
I'm so sick of the dishonesty and the dirt that has piled up in the last three 
years I'm mighty glad to leave the department. The school is okay, but that's 
about all one can say. Almost everyone is looking for somewhere else to go. 
Our Music Director just accepted a position at Wayne University. Lee DrefUss 
offered him also twice as much as what he's being paid here.—I did Lee a favor 
by telling him about this good man, and ^they've got a bargain. 

By the way, we also have an excellent fim man here wanting to leave as soon as 
possible. He's done about sixty films, several taking first prize. If you have a 
spot or know of anything, a reasonable offer would get him. I can put my personal 
stamp of approval on this man, however, the quality of his work speaks for itself. 

I take a vacation for a month, not having had one in two years, and after this 
week you can reach me at l58i± Lee Avenue. In August I go to the new Manatee College 
being built by the State at Bradenton, and will head their Speech Dept. We hope 
to get into ETV there just as soon as the Florida TV Commission can push its 
development. 

Thank goodness on my new job I won*t have to sneak around trying to get research 
done or will try to hide what I've been doing with NAEB, as I have had to do here 



for three long years* —So much of it had to be done at lunch when Roy Flynn 
was out of the office, because of his dislike toward research and toward 

what NAEB stands for* 

Oh, well, that is the past* The salary may be low where I’m going, but I have 
a good President to work with, and I can at last lift my head out of the filthy 

slime I have been in for so long* 

If you and the wife might plan a late Florida summer vacation, Janet and I 
would enjoy having you at Bradenton. It’s only a few miles from Tampa and they 
tell me the white sand is the best in the world* 

Cordially, 

R;_„ ydleur 
Assistant Director 



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

UNIVERSITY PARK 

LOS ANGELES 7 

June 25, 1958 

Dr. Sam L. Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
Division of Television-Radio-Film 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam, 

Thank you for your thoughtful analysis of the current 
problems of the research committee. 

Regarding the quotation from Cheydleur on the first page 
of your hectograph, you may recall that the specifics of what 
will not be paid for are described in the rules that have been 
distributed by Skornia. 

It is a revision of these rules instead of the announcement 
of the grants that may be wanted. 

You have my agreement that the money of a grant Should not 
pay for the costs of publication, except in extremely unusual 
circumstances. 

It may be good to circulate announcement of grants to NAEB 
institutional members and NAEB individual members, as well as to 
academic departments such as those of psychology, sociology, and 
education. 

Of course our relations with other NAEB committees is a matter 
of policy and should be discussed with Harry or with Burton. 
Burton is teaching for us here until August 2 and he said that he 
is resigning his presency immediately in order to accept a Ford 
grant for further study of European broadcasting during the 
academic year beginning in September. 



Dr. Sam L. Becker -2- June 25, 1958 

My only suggestion regarding revision of the announcement 

of grants is that in the first paragraph of the announcement the 

words "unusually high quality and of" may well be inserted just 

before the words "general significance." 

All good summer wishes to you. 

Cordially 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman 

Department of Telecommunications 

kh:mk 

air mail 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE • EAST LANSING 

TELEVISION STATION • WKAR-TV 

July 10, 1958 

Mr. Sam Becker 
Director of Radio-Television Instruction 
State University of Iov/a 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

I have carefully re-read the NAEB announcement of Grant s-in-Aid, and have 
also read your memorandum. While I agree with Harwood that we need higher 
quality rather than more research, the statement of the purpose of the 
Grant s-in-Aid makes it clear we are after quality. Tannebaum*s comment 
regarding making research funds available for any worthwhile project does 
not seem practical vdthin a "trade association" framework such as ours. 
I think we would not spend our money properly unless the subject of the 
research was limited to educational broadcasting. 

As to the Columbus meeting we had David A. Traylor, Account Executive, 
A. C. Nielsen Company, discuss "Status of Commercial Broadcast Research 
Today". Kumata discussed "The BAEB Seminar on Educational Broadcast 
Research". Si Yassin, Research Sociologist, Audience Research Division, 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, discussed "Using Survey Techniques to 
Study Effects of CBC Informational Broadcasting". I gave a research paper 
on one of our recent projects. Traylor, Kumata, and Yassin gave excellent 
presentations which are available on tape recording. I was personally 
very disappointed in the size of the audience which did not run much beyond 
twenty-five, and I do not see how we can bring people all the way from 
Canada to talk to that number of listeners. I think it is significant 
that no ETV station manager attended the session. I think this fact has 
real implication for our move to get a director of research for the NAEB. 
As a matter of fact, I do not recall having seen a station manager at the 
research session in the past several years. We may have considerable 
trouble getting board approval for such a position. That is my first 
reaction. Also, the education job of the research director, if we get him, 
may well be his most important activity. This is my second reaction. 

And now congratulations on receiving a grant for post-doctoral study in 
New York. You are the kind of live wire individual v/ho will really make 
the most of this opportunity. Again, my congratulations. 



Mr. Sam Becker 
Page two 

Will you be chairman of the committee after September? I am becoming more 
and more concerned that the momentum of our Columbus meeting last December 
does not stall completely. I hope you will be able to continue your 
committee chairmanship and perhaps be in an excellent position to do some 

real long-range planning. 

Sincerely, 

Irving R. Merrill 
Director of Television Research 

IRM/cdm 



T© members of the MSB Research Cossoittee: 

Sorry that w© were not able to have a meeting at Columbus* We 
could have settled committee business much more efficiently there* 
However, the mails will have to serve* the majority of the consoittee, 
in response to our last memorandum, indicated that the grants-in-aid 
should be continued* We still have no word on additional funds and 
&q 1 feel should get the grants-in-aid project set up for 1958-59 
and then see whether snore money is forthcoming before making further 
definite plans, there seems to be some disagreement within the com¬ 
mittee on whether the purpose of these grants needs redefining* I 
believe that the easiest way to get this settled is to send each of 
you a copy of the announcement for this year and have you indicate 
what changes you feel should be made for the *58-*59 announcement* 
Please be specific* You can either insert changes on the copy which 
I am enclosing — or can retype the entire business in the way which 
you feel it should be* 

In deciding on this, perhaps some of the reactions of other com¬ 
mittee members would be helpful* Here they are: 

Harwood: Probably the general purpose of these grants could 
be to encourage research of a higher quality instead 
of merely more research* 1 am able to think of very 
little research in which the committee may not be 
interested, if that research is proposed by a competent 
researcher who has knowledge of educational broadcasting* 

Cheydleru: We need to be very specific in our announcements about 
what expenses we intend to pay...The idea strikes me 
that cosaosittee projects should be approved right along 
with those that are submitted by other applicants* 

Taosenbausa: I still would favor the general system of inviting 
proposals for research on a variety of topics rather 
than us trying to limit the grants to certain areas* 
*••.Scholarship and good research flourish, I think, 
in an atmosphere of free choice* 

I believe that everyone is agreed that such matters as publica¬ 
tion of anything should not be done with these $2,000.00 unless we 
fail to turn up research proposals which warrant giving all of the two 
grand away* {The publication of the Columbus seminary report does not 
coma out of our $2,000*00) ISveryone might keep in mind this possibility 
and have some suggestions for cOTa&tte© projects, etc. nest February* 
I am reminded also that, in *sy ©pinion, on© of the reasons we have 
not gotten more good research proposals in the past is that tbe 
announcements have not always gotten to the proper persona at all 
schools* Any suggestions, specific or general, which you have for 



■2- 

distribution of those announcements will he appreciated* 1 am 
certain that there are plenty of excellent research projects around 
which can be improved with the addition of a few hundred dollars* 
We singly need to get our announcement into the hands of these 
researchers» 

X realise how difficult It is to take time out of your 
activities to lend an hour or two to the NAEB* X am probably one 
of the greatest procrastinators on matters of this sort* X would 
appreciate any attention that you can give this matter* It would 
be very helpful if we could have your replies by early July. 

Looking forward to hearing from you* Let me say in advance 
that we appreciate all suggestions. Let them fly! 

Best, 

Research Committee 

SL3:saw 
Enel* 



During the first part of the year. Burton Paulu requested a general 
statement be prepared to determine and explain the function of the 
NAEB Research Committee® Until such time this group could meet, the 
following paragraph was submitted for consideration® 

It now needs to be edited* revised, etc® 

"The functions and operations of the Research Committee are 

handled by a seven-man committee appointed by the President 

of the Association. The research objectives of the committee 

seek to constantly sift and winnow that material which is of 

interest and help to educational broadcasters® Its specific 

interests includes the constant examination of basic con¬ 

cepts and the interpretation of data; the sponsorship of re« 

search through the graduate centers by financial help through 

its Grant ®s-in-Aid program; through holding seminars as 

& needed, to review each year the needs of the committee, the 

research needs of NAEB committees, those needs of NAEB 

Headquarters, and of educational broadcasting in general; 

and the study of long range problems connected with the future 

of this committee's work." 

On March 20, Harry Skornia made the following remarks; 

"In all references Vd delete "7«®an" from description of the 
Committee, leaving this flexible." 

"Ied put "devising and encouraging original investigation" 
ahead of any sifting and winnowing statement®" 



June 20, 1958 

Prof. Percy Tannenbaum 
Institute of Communications Research 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Percy: 

Certainly appreciate your detailed letter of May 8th. 
In spite of myself, I find 1 must agree with most of your 
points. 1 am afraid that my trouble is that I am more of an 
authoritarian type than you are. I realize that this is a 
weakness, but what are you going to do??? I agree with your 
point, in general, that scholarship and good research flourish 
in a free atmosphere. However, 1 become so discouraged at the 
waste of time and money by so many "researchers" in broadcast* 
ing who don't know what in the devil they are doing. It is a 
terrible temptation to say "Damn it, do this." As I said, though, 
I realize this grows out of a lack of patience, etc. The solu¬ 
tion to this, 1 think, is to see that our announcement gets into 
the hands of good people. I think we need to support more re¬ 
search in basic processes. I feel that we tend to waste a lot 
of time often studying, for example, the effects of some medium 
or stimulus on learning or attitude change* What we need to 
study at this time is rather the process of learning or the pro¬ 
cess of attitude formation and change. The media and stimuli 
will come into it — but we are starting at the wrong end when 
we start with them. 

I also agree with you on the Columbus report. This, I am 
afraid, is what comes of writing by committee. Things get 
watered down too much and all the solid substance becomes lost. 

For next year I have a Mass Communications (whatever that 
means) grant from the Fund for Adult Education. I will be 
doing some post-doctoral work at Columbia University with Paul 
Lazarsfeld (if he hangs around there long enough at a stretch) 
and 1 will be working on some of the research projects at the 
Bureau of Applied Social Research. Hope to get some background 
to Improve my own research and my teaching and direction of re¬ 
search. 



Prof. Percy Tannenbaum 
June 20, 1958 

Page 2 

On the studies in which we have been utilizing the SD. 
The most interesting one, in my opinion, is the one which we 
are doing on film lighting. This is being done by one of my 
doctoral candidates* He has taken three short dramatic scenes 
which are more-or-less complete — which is to say, they make 
sense even if one is not familiar with the play. He has filmed 
each one three times — once with lighting which follows light¬ 
ing theory (motivated source, back, key, and fill, emphasis on 
main character, etc.), once with these lighting factors mixed 
up, and once with the flat light which is often used by local 
television stations. Thus, he has 9 scenes — three each filmed 
in three ways. For each scene, he did a fairly decent job of 
holding acting, shots, editing, etc. quite constant so that 
lighting is pretty much the only variable. He is going to use 
nine groups of subjects. Each will see one scene and then react 
to a series of concepts with 9 or 10 scales — one concept will 
be the "overall scene,11 another will be the "lighting," etc. 
There will be some other questions but we consider the three di¬ 
mensions of meaning to be his primary criteria to evaluate dif¬ 
ferences. Our primary concern to date has been with the analysis 
of data. He will do sisqple analyses of variance for each dimen¬ 
sion for each concept for each film — testing the three versions 
against each other. This does not give us a test of the pattern 
of responses. You talk about a chi-square in your text but this 
is not a legitimate test. Even if one accepts the assumption of 
three independent dimensions, when you have one person making 
judgments on the three, the three cells are not independent in 
the chi-square. E.g., on page 100 when you talk about this, 1 
believe you fall into this error. Anyway, if you have any bright 
ideas on the analyses of these data, let me know. What tests 
of significance did you run on your data from the study of music 
background in drama? 

Another Interesting study which one of the students in my 
research seminar is planning involves the use of the SD to test 
the theory in film that the "meaning" of a shot depends on its 
context. He plans to shoot a reaction shot which he will use in 
three or four simple little scenes. Each scene will differ only 
in the object (shown in cutaway) to which the actor is supposedly 
reacting. The concepts to be rated will be the actor and his 
reaction (these will be exactly the same in each film). This any¬ 
way is our idea at this point. We just began discussing it today. 



Prof. Percy Tannenbaum 
June 20, 1958 

Page 3 

The other use of the SO has been quite tangential. We 
have used some of your word pairs with high loadings on dif¬ 
ferent factors for the stimulus words in getting continuous 
audience profiles or reactions to films. For exanple, we 
asked one group to press a switch whenever they thought a 
film was worthless/1 one group to press when they thought it 
was "weak," and one to press when they thought it was "slow." 
We are now analyzing the data to see if these measure different 
aspects of films. We used a Latin-Square design for this, three 
groups and three films. 

That's about it. I don't know whether we will contribute 
anything to the knowledge of the SD technique but we're having 
a good time with it. I believe a great deal could still be done 
on various ways to treating data from SO tests. Is anyone at 
your place working on this? Would be interesting to compare 
various tests of the same data. 

Hope you have a good summer -- and that I hear from you 
soon on this and the research committee business. You will have 
to look us up if you come to New York anytime next year. I 
can't remember our address — we will be up by Columbia — but 
you can always locate us through my father-in-law, Dr. Hans 
Salzmann, 514 W. 110th, New York, 25, New York. 

Cordially, 

SLB:mw 
Ends. 

Sam L. Becker 
Director, Division of 
Television-Radio-Film 



July 25, 1958 

Dear Harry: 

In your letter of July 21st, you 
indicated that you would send a copy 
of the research grant-in-aid "directions'* 
hut I believe your secretary forgot to 
enclose them* I would appreciate re¬ 
ceiving these as soon as possible so 
that I can make the August 15th dead¬ 
line with the announcement* 

Gregory Hall 
Illinois 

Sincerely, 

SLB: 

Sam L. Becker 
Director, Division of 
Television-Radio-Film 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

14 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

July 21, 1958 

Dr. Sam L. Becker, Director 
Division of Television, Radio, Film 
State University of Iowa 
Television Center 
609 10th Avenue 
Coralville, Iowa 

Dear Sams 

A quick comment to yours of July 7 to Frank: 

1) Herewith Research Grant-in-Aid "directions" 

2) I think they could be combined into one. 

3) We should have by August 15 (to fit into printer's schedule) for 
mid-September mailing. 

4) I agree we could do some of the economical "surveys" you suggest. 
The committee could decide priority and we'd try to handle. 

Just off to Purdue, so someone else will sign for me. Good luck on 
your year off and thanks for your continued interest. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJS/dfc 
CC: Frank Schooley 
signed in his absence 



July 7, 1958 

Prof. Frank Schooley, Director 
University Broadcasting 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Frank: 

Congratulations mi your appointment by the board* I look for* 
ward to the opportunity to work with you* I assume that you have 
seen the correspondence between Burton, Harry, and me and you know 
that I will be at Columbia University next year on a study grant 
but X will be happy to do whatever I can for our organisation* 

I am writing at this time principally because I thought you 
might want to know what the research committee is doing* The answer 
is not a great deal at the moment* The report of the NAEB research 
seminar which was held last Decesaber should be out soon* Keith Tyler 
has taken on the Job of preparing it for publication* Because of the 
limited amount of money available at the moment for research, the 
committee has decided that all of it should go for research grants-in- 
ald, if good proposals come in* In order to increase the probability 
of good proposals, we are going to try to have the announcement out 
much earlier — soon after the opening of the fall term. This means 
about September 20th. We are now working on a revision of the announce¬ 
ment* When will it need to he in the hands of the headquarters staff 
in order to be in the mails about the middle of September? 

1 understand that the specifics of what will not be paid on a 
research grant-in-aid, in the past, have been in the rules which were 
distributed separately from the announcement* 1 wonder whether we 
could save the NAEB a lot of problems if we included the rules and 
the announcement in one brochure? What do you think? If you think 
this is all right, I would like to receive a copy of the rules (Harry). 
As a matter of fact, even if you do not think it is all right I would 
like to see a copy of the rules so that we say nothing which is in 
disagreement with your basic policies* 

The question has also come up of our position on some of the 
surveys which other committees have suggested that they would like 
to do* For example, Elmer Sulrer's report on promotion suggested a 



Prof. Frank Schooley, Director 
July 7, 1958 

Pago 2 

survey of printing costs of program schedules and the Utilization 
Study Group suggested another type of survey. This la the kind 
of work which does not taka an expert in research but rather some¬ 
one who knows what sort of information is needed. For this reason, 
it would seem to me best for each of these committees to do such 
fact-finding surveys themselves. Members of the research conndttee 
are available for consultation on questionnaire design, sampling 
methods (if such are needed), or statistical techniques in the 
unlikely event that tests of results were wanted. What do you think 
about this? 1 do think that such surveys should be coordinated 
somehow so that the NAZB isn't spending ten times as much as it 
needs to for questionnaires and postage. I also think that it would 
be helpful if a file of all such surveys were kept on file at one 
or two central places. Xt would seem to me to make the most sense 
to keep a copy of each at headquarters and a copy of each in the 
files of the research committee. Xn this way, between us, we could 
help people avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. 

X guess that's it. After August 15th, and until early June, 
1959, X can be reached c/o Dr. Hans Salzmann, 514 W. 110th 8t., 
New York 25, New York. Congratulations on the appointment. If you 
get to New York, give us a call so that we can get together for a 
drink ( You too, Harry). 

Sincerely, 

Sam h. Becker, Chairman 
NASB Research Committee 

SLBimw 

cc: Dr. Harry Skoraia 



July 7, 1958 

Prof* Burton Paulu 
Department of Telecommunications 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Burton: 

Congratulations on your grant* Wonderful news for 
you — bad news for the NAEB at the moment. In the long 
run, however, educational broadcasting will be the stronger 
for it* I wish more people in our field would do things of 
this sort. 1 believe that we would be much stronger on 
college and university campuses if there were more scholars 
and researchers in the educational broadcast movemert. 

Have a wonderful year. I am sure that you will. 

Sincerely, 

Sam L. Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 

SLB:mw 



from 

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

14 Gregory Hall, Urbana, Illinois 

July 28, 1958 

Dear Dr. Becker: 

Enclosed please find the detailed 

instructions for applying for a NAEB 

Research Grant-in-Aid. 

I hope this hasn't inconvenienced you 

too much. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Campbell 

HARRY J. SKORNIA 

Executive Director 
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CAN BE HELD FOR CERTAIN T Y P E 8 OF BROADCASTING PERSONNEL, PARTICULARLY 

ON A REGIONAL OR LOCAL BASIS, WHERE TRAVEL AND OTHER COSTS CAN BE KEPT 

TO A MINIMUM, AND REGISTRATION FEES CAN BE *frPT TO A LEVEL WHICH 

R C U I STRANT8 CAN AfFOfiO, 

(2) Materials distrIbutioni One of the greatest handicaps facing 

EOUCATIONAL BROADCASTING TODAY IS THE WUNAWARCNES%" ON THE PART OF 

LEADING EDUCATORS OF THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT I l ». ELISION AND RADIO OAN 

AND MUST PLAY IN EDUCATION. THIS IS LARGELY JOE TO THE FAOT THAT 

PERTINENT PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIALS ARE NOT W • 0f l < ENOUGH DISTRIBUTED 

NOR DISTRIBUTED TO THE PROPER PEOPLE, COUPLE with THIS IS THE FAOT 

THAT ALTHOUGH THERE IS CURRENTLY A GREAT DEAL OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOP¬ 

MENT, AND WRITING, GOING ON IN THIS FlELO, THE FINDINGS OF 8UOH PROJECTS 

ARE SO LIMITED IN DISTRIBUTION THAT THERE IS VERY LITTLE NATIONAL 

AWARENESS OF THEM. MUCH WASTED EFFORT IS CERTAINLY GOING INTO RESEAROH 

WHICH MERELY DUPLICATES RESEARCH DONE EARlIER AT A DIFFERENT LOCATION, 

We ARE FACED WITH a TWO-FOLD PROBLEMS l) THE NEED FOR 0 I 9SCM I NATION 

TO LEADING EOUCATORS OF VITAL AND uP-TO-DATt INFORMATION ABOUT THE 

USES OF TELEVISION ANO RADIO IN EDUOA T | ON, AND Z) NEED FOR A 

"CLEARING HOUSE" FOR RESEARCH ANO OTHER PUBLICATIONS TO PERMIT WIOER 

DISSEMINATION OF FINDINGS TO THOSE ENGAGEO IN BROADCASTING AND IN 

BROAOCASTING RESEARCH. 

»* • 

The two NAEB publ ioations, the Newsletter and the Journal, if 

PROFESSIONAL^^! TED J LrY ***** I Bttft D ; <***! (V ALLEVIATE 

THE FIRST PR.OBLEM. OWE/TO IV SHORTAGE ‘Or ^U N TT*'^ XU t” N C W 8 L E T TER 

V.i: ‘ ‘ • • .w„ 

IS CURRENT LX E(^ I T fi)D A P CYLBON WHO * MOST At. SO ^EttVt'AS NAEB ^ETWORK 

•*' ' 4' V* '* " _ .1 ] * 1!, J*'1 
Traffic Manager and i^ACCMENrt Off.foIw-, 'whiIT' j6u&nal is 

j, in-*’- 1 '* v--' .-••‘jii .*!•' v 

EOITED^JIL WY "AN-, E|»P tWt* OF OF THE CocAl RADIO 

$ T AT I Th R EGLF. ST ^ I N<$L«Ofc^ FUNDS’’ Td 'pi- ' VV I D C FOR A FULL-TIME 



EDITOR FOR THE NEWSLETTER AND JOURNAL, WHO WOULO ALSO DEVOTE TIME TO 

A CAREFUL PERUSAL Of THE RESEARCH ANO OTHER PUSLICAT IONS IH THE f I ELD 

AND WOULD SEE THAT SUCH PUBLICATIONS WERE DISTRIBUTED TO THE PROPER 

AUDIENCES. DlSESTS OP PERTINENT RESEARCH WOULD BE PU8L IWMCO (AN 

EXPANSION OP THE PRESENT MAE® RESEARCH FACT SHEET SERVICE), FREE 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE JOURNAL AND MCWSLCTTCR WOULD BE PROVIDED TO 

LCAOING EDUCATORS AND OTHER OPINION LEADER S, AND A GENERAL CLEARING 

HOUSE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF PERTINENT PUBLICATIONS WOULD BE ESTABLISHED. 

An IMPORTANT RC9ULT EXPECTED FROM THIS PROJECT IS THE STIMULUS IT 

WOULD GIVE TO EFFORSS OF THE MA£8 TO BECOME MORE AND MORE SELF-SUPPORTING. 

One of the most likely sources of annual revenue is the sale or our 

PERIODICALS AND OTHER PUBLICATIOMS. THIS GRANT WOULD PERMIT THE UP- 

GRADING OF THESE MATERIALS TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT THE DEMAND FOR THEM 

WOULD INCREASE,THEY WOULD BECOME MORE WIDELY KNOWN AND GENERALLY 

ACCEPTED. THE INCOME FROM SUCH PUBLICATION AMD DISTRIBUTION EFFORTS 

COULD BECOME A VERT IMPORTANT FACTOR IN THE NAE8 BUDGET. HOWEVER, TWIG 

WILL TAKE SEVERAL TEARS AND CAN NOT BE DONE WITHOUT SOME wPUMP—PRINI NS* 

FROM SPECIAL FUNDS. 

(3) INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: THE NAEB MAS BEEN VERT ACTIVE IN 

THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF BROADCASTING PERSONNEL, INFOR¬ 

MATION AND PROGRAMS, AND IT IS FELT THAT ACTIVITY IN THIS AREA MUST BE 

INCREASED IN VIEW OF THE GROWING NEED FOR I NTERNAT I ORAL UNDERSTAND ING• 

The activities SO FAR engaged in have hardly scratched the surface 

AND HAVE ONLY BEEN POSSIBLE THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF FOREIGN BROAD¬ 

CAST ING SYSTEMS (MANY Or WHOM PROUDLY DISPLAY MAES CITATIONS IN THEIR 

OFFICES) AND THE AVAILABILITY FOR SEVERAL YEARS OF FuLBRIGHT SCHOLARS, 

REPRESENTING EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING, WHO WERE ABLE TO REPRESENT THE 

MAEB AT IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING MEETINGS. ALTHOUGH THE 

NAE8 HOLDS MEMBERSHIPS IN THE EUROPEAN BrOAOCASTING UNION, THE INTERNATIONAL 



UNIVERSITY OF THE Air, AMO PR IX iTALIA, ACTIVE PAR T1C I PAT ION, OR 

REPRESENTATION 8V THE SPECIAL I STB WHO WOULD SHOW THE U. $* UP TO 

THE BEST ADVANTAGE HAS BE CM IMPOSSIBLE OUE TO THE LACK OF FUNDS. 

United States entries in the Prix Italia {probably the most 

IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPETITION) MUST BE PROCESSED 

THROUGH THE NAEB, THE OFFICIAL REPRtSENTAT I VC TO THE PR IX ITALIA 

FROM THIS COUNTS T• HOWEVER, LACK OT SUFFICIENT FUNDS HAS RESULTED 

IN RELATIVELY I NS IGNIFI CANT ENTRIES WMICH HAVE ACTUALLY DONE A DIS¬ 

SERVICE MOT ONLY TO THE NAEB BUT TO BROADCASTING IN THE UNITED STATES, 

AS A WHOLE* 

The same is true of reprcsentation at important intcrnational con¬ 

ferences HELD BY THE &UBOPCAN BROADCASTING UNION, WHERE DUAL IF ICO 

representation by the United States is not only desirable but has been 

REPEATEDLY AND URGENTLY REQUESTED by £8U. Lack of funds has made 

SENDING A DELEGATE IMPOSSIBLE* MANY NATIONS EXCHANGE PROGRAMS, THROUGH 

the International University of the Air, in many languages* In this 

CASE TOO, LACK OF FUNDS HAS MADE CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE NAEB IMPOSSIBLE* 

Although many foreign broadcasters come to this country each 

YEAR, SEEKING TO LEARN MORE ABOUT BROADCASTING IN THE UNITED STATES, 

THEY ARE FREQUENTLY HANDICAPPED BY A LACK OF TRAVEL FUNDS* THE NAEB 

WOULD LIKE TO BE IN A POSITION TO MAKE TRIPS TO CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL 

STATIONS POSSIBLE FOR THESE DISTINGUISHED FOREIGN VISITORS* No 

EXACT BREAKDOWN OF THIS REQUEST IS POSSIBLE, BUT THIS GRANT WOULD 

PERMIT THE NAEB TO CARRY ON ACTIVITIES IN THE MANY AREAS OUTLINED 

ABOVE AS NEED AND CAREFUL STUDY DICTATED* FAILURE OF THE NAEB TO 

BECOME MORE ACTIVE IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IS LIKELY 

TO RESULT IN HAVING THIS MOST IMPORTANT WORK BEING ASSUMED BY OTHERS, 

AS IS NOW SO FREQUENTLY THE CASE, OF NECESSITY, WHO ARE NOT WELL 

QUALIFIED TO REPRESENT THE BEST IN BROADCASTING IN THC UNITED STATES, 
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OR LEAVING THE U. S. WITH NO RE PRESENT AT ION* 

(4) Pcsearch; The lack of coordination or educational broadcasting 

RESEARCH HAS ALREADY BEEN POINTEO OUT IN I TEN #2 ABOVE. HOWEVER, THE 

MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR WHICH FUNDS ARE REQUESTED IN 

ITEM #2 WILL PERMIT ONLY THE EXCHANGE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS AND WILL 

NOT PERMIT ACTIVE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, SO BAOLT NEEDED. 

This grant would make the establishment of a research office 

POSSIBLE, WITH A RESEARCH DIRECTOR, COMPETENT IN INITIATING, CARRYING 

OUT ANO REPORTING IMPORTANT RESEARCH. At PRESENT, WITH NO INDIVIDUAL 

IN THE NAEB IN A POSITION TO CONCENTRATE ON RESEARCH, THE ASSOCIATION 

IS NOTIN A POSITION TO DEVELOP OR CARRY OUT RESEARCH PROJECTS FOR 

WHICH GOVERNMENT ANO OTHER FUNDS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE FROM TIME 

TO TIME. 

This grant would also permit expansion of the present Research 

Grant»in~Aio program, made possible on a limited basis in recent 

YEARS THROUGH THE REGULAR OPERATIONAL GRANT FROM THE KELLOGG T OUNOA TION 

to the NAEB. These grants encourage research in institutions which 

MIGHT NOT OTHERWISE BE ABLE TO UNDERTAKE SUCH PROJECTS WERE IT NOT 

FOR THIS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. THIS EXPANDED PROGRAM WOULD BE PROPERLY 

COORDINATED BY THE BeSEARCH DIRECTOR SO THAT THESE SEPARATE STUOIES 

MISHT RESULT IN UNIFIEO FINDINGS WHICH COULD BE PUBLISHED BY THE 

NAEB, TO THE BENEFIT OF ALL EDUCATORS ANO BROADCASTERS. SUCH PUBLICATIONS 

AND OTHERS WOULD BE PROVIDED FOR THROUGH THIS GRANT. THE GRANT WOULD 

ALSO PERMIT THE NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE TO MEET REGULARLY TO PLAN 

COORDINATED RESEARCH ACTIVITIES FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

Special seminars in research might also be held, seminars of such a 

SPECIALIZED NATURE THAT IT WOULD NOT BE FEASIBLE TO PROVIDT FOR THEM 

IN THE REGULAR SEMINAR BUDGET LISTEO UNOER ITEM #1. ALL OF THESE 
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES WOULO LEAD TO A SETTER UNDER STAVND I NS, 3T QOTM 

BROADCASTERS AND EDUCATORS, OF TMF ROLE OF BROADCASTERS IN EDUCATION. 

These activities, combined with the materials exchange activities, 

LISTED IN ITEM #2, WOULD PROVIDE REAL SERVICE TO TM£SI| PEOPLE SEEK INS 

INFORMATION TO HELP THEM DO THEIR JOBS BETTER* 

I \ 
\ 

HJS/HEH/oc 

10/10/58 



August 16, 1957 

Mr..Raymond D« Cheydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
Radio Station WFSU 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Ray: 

Think anyone on the committee could help Art with this 
problem now? Vonder if you’d reply on this. I’d guess what Sam is 
doing isn’t exactly what Art needs. 

Have numerous replies. So far, no new names of research 
personal. 

Best regards, 

f 
Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJS/dfc 
Enclosure 
CC: Art Hungerford 



August 20,1957 

?5r. E. A, Hunger ford, Jr. 
Metropolitan Educational Television Association 
3U5 Sast U6th Street 
New York 17, New York 

Dear Mr. Hungerfordt 

I have a copy of your August lUth letter to Harry Skornia about 
the sample method you plan to use. 

I*m asking Dr. Sam Becker of Iowa, to get in touch with you about 
this problem. As a member of the Research Committee, I feel Sam 
would be best qualified to work with you. 

Sincerely, 

Raymond £• Cneydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 

c.c. 
Dr. Sam L. Becker, Director 
Television Center 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Sam: 

Will you take a look at the attached material from Hungerford and 
follow through on this? 

It was good to have ycy.at Chicagol-l»m still waiting for a copy 
of that budget from ^swT'but have decided not to delay getting out 
the full report in order to have it in the hands of the committee by 
Monday*s mail 



METROLPOLITAN EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION ASSOCIATION 

INCORPORATED 

"META" 

3h% EAST STREET . NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

Dr* Harry Skornia 
National Association of 

Educational Broadcasters 
Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

August l.li,19^7 

Dear Harry: 

We have not yet appointed a research director and 
for the moment these functions are mine* So you'd better put me 
down to receive any information on this subject. 

I have one project very dear to my heart which we 
have not yet been able to execute and I would appreciate some 
advice on it* We want to set up a statistically sound sample 
of about 1,000 names to receive a weekly program schedule in the 
form of a three-fold postcard. The third fold is a return post¬ 
card on which these poeple can rate programs. We thought we would 
let the mailing list grow at random until it reached 2,000 or 
3,000 names and then we would ask Elmo Roper or similar out¬ 
fit to construct a proger sample covering all socio-economic 
groups and so forth. (What^dTo^au think of this>. 

1——   «■» 11 ——  —- 1 11 1 

If we could get some consistency in the way these 
research efforts are approached we might get some valid transfer 
of results from one city to the other. 

With kindest personal regards. 



NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
14 Gregory Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives and Associates 

Harry J. Skornia 3\ 

Data needed for Research Seminar 

August 9, 1957 

On behalf 6£ the NAEB Research Committee, which has just completed meeting 
to plan, among other things, an NAEB Research Seminar to be held at Ohio 

State, December 9-13, 1957i 

1) Would you give us the name of the Research Director or the person 
responsible, for TV or radio (educational) research at your station 
or institution, please? Also briefly list his qualifications. 
This is for purposes of identifying research individuals from 
all NAEB members for consideration for invitation to participate 
in the Seminar. These are only nominations; selection will be 
made by a Committee which will consider all nominations. We 
would like as broad a representation as possible to insure maximum 

value of this Seminar, 

A Seminar Report will be published and distributed, along with 
other forthcoming research materials now in the planning stage. 

2) Please list any problems which you wish this seminar might 
discuss: problems on which you wish there were data available; 
what you wish the NAEB (or someone else) might do in Research, etc. 

3) Feel free, please, to make any other suggestions which you think 

might help make this Seminar most useful. 

Even very brief replies will be appreciated, if possible before 

' September 15. Thanks very much. 



August 12, 1957 

%. Fred B. Rainsberry 
Supervising Producer 
Children's Programs 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
354 Jarvis Street 
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada 

Bear Fred* 

Attached are two copies of the April, 1957, Tfewsietter. Ho charge. 

Don't have spare copies of the Adult Leadership list, so we're making 
you photos of the three pages which shouH' be what you need. 

Your third request will take a little longer, I'm afraid. Sorry I can't 
locate J. S. Adams' Selected BibHogranhy o£ Research and Television data. 
I'll keep looking anfwill seni wtaT FptSHahar, or any good 
listing. 

I hope you'll send (Or ask whoever is in charge) to send us results of 
the Telecourse the University of Toronto will be doing in Psychology 
with Professor Carl Williams. Mm want to keep abreast of such studies. 

I do hope you can make our Convention. Unfortunately I'm usually so 
snowed under at those that I don't have much chance to talk. This time 
I go on to UHESCO meeting in San Francisco right after our Convention. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJS/dfc 
Enclosures* 3 
OC* Research Committee 

^Men : Can any of you give us the dope on J. S. Adams1 book? 
' seem to have. 

I don't 



August 20, 1958 

Dr. I. Keith Tyler, Director 
Institute for Education by Radio-TV 
Office of Radio Education - 19 Derby Hall 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 

Dear Keitht 

A couple of loose ends: 

1) Last September I sen£yau, for Fact Sheet: 

J. Stacy Adams* An E^^q^a^ary StyfcT of Viewer? ■ ^ 
NorwViewers of Educational Television 

and 

The FAE (Glenn Burch) Study. 

I got back from Cawdttee members all others, as per my 
25. and we've since done Fact Sheets on-but I have no copies of taose 
given you* Suppose you could find somewhere in your files, and return em? 

2) Secondly: 

We're hurting for a copy of Research Seminar Proceedings cr we may 
get stuck with no funds to pay for either your work or publishing. 

We've already had to close our books with Kellogg far the year ?d.w? ncw. 
must impose on skimpy next year's funds as It is, and they are fast becoming 
obligated. All sums may need to be considerably reduced as a result of 
inability to get this closed out during the past fiscal year. 

Don't mean to sound desperate, but we are in a spot. 

I hope you can get us the report very soon. It could mean a great deal in 
Foundation discussions. 

Sincerely, 

Blind CCj Sam Becker 
Frank Schooley 

HJS/dfc Richard B, Hull 
Harold Hill 

Harry J. Skcmia 
Executive Director 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

KUON-TV, Channel 12 
Lincoln 8, Nebraska 

September 29* 1958 

Dr, Samuel L. Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
Apartment 61 

Riverside Drive 
New York 27# New York 

Dear Sam: 

The best time for Harwood to hold his NAEB Research 
Committee meeting would be between 5:00 and 8:00 p.m. 
on Wednesday, October 15. A 1|_: 00 p.m. General Session 
that day is to be over by 5:00 p.m., and there is no 
formal dinner planned. If your group could meet to¬ 
gether for dinner, that would solve your problem. 

Sorry you won't be able to come to Omaha yourself. 
Best of luck in your year's venture. 

Sincerely, 

j£i€e President and 
1958 Convention Chairman 

JMcB:ac 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE • EAST LANSING 

TELEVISION STATION • WKAR-TV 

September 25, 1958 

Mr. Sam Becker 
464 Riverside Drive, Apt 61 
New York 27, New York 

Dear Sam: 

Thank you for your letter of September 17. My present plans do not call 
for me to attend the NAEB National Convention at Omaha. 

As you may have heard. Arm and Hunter is just recovering from an oper¬ 
ation and it is just possible he may ask me to attend in his place. 

With the research funds of the ETRC being somewhat restricted this looks 
like an ideal time for the NAEB to launch an expanded program of research 
activities. Quite among ourselves, I am disturbed that we have not moved 
more rapidly in capitalizing on the momentum we gained as a result of the 
NAEB research seminar. If something does not happen pretty soon we will 
have a historical document instead of a working paper. 

There has still been no action on the part of the Association anent your 
recommendation of a central repository for research materials. An 
invitation to provide same has been extended by Michigan State over a 

year ago. This invitation still stands. 

It is a muggy day in East Lansing and I fear I sound more pessimistic than 
I really am, but I think this is the type of suggestion you were asking for. 

Have a good time in New York. 

Sincerely, 

Director of Television Research 

IRM/cdm 

cc: Harry Skornia 



September 23> 19£8 

Dr* Irving R. Merrill 
Department of Television Development 
Michigan State University 
Kast Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Irv, 

I am much enthused by the quality of the rigor in your 
report £73M, and ray curiosity is aroused by some of the 
methodological questions that it poses. For example I would 
much appreciate having your private estimates or conjectures 
concerning oh© extent to which the like-dislike profile and 
the evaliiative factor of the semantic differential may be 
related. Thank you very much for sending the copy of £73M 
and one of its derivative article. 

Sam Becker writes from *%w York that he will not be 
in attendance at the WlZB Convention in Omaha, but I hope 
that some of us who are interested in the research problems 
of HAEB will be able to get together on the evening of 
Tuesday, October lh9 or that of Wednesday, October 15. 
Here’s hoping that you can join us. 

Very best personal wishes to you* 

Cordially, 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman 

Department of Telecommunications 

kh:mk 

cci Dr. Sam Be deer 

air mail 



September 26, 1958 

Dr. Samuel L. Becker 
464 Silversifle Drive 
New York 27, New York 

Dear Sam: 

I was delighted to receive your letter, forwarded to me from 
Florida State University. 

I must honestly admit that I didn't know you were in New York. 
Apparently in the rush of things I didn't see the notice on 
your most recent move. 

Yes, I'll be in Omaha, even though it wipes out my poor little 
travel budget for the year. But I'm certainly sorry to learn 
that you won't be with us although perhaps you can make a last 
minute change and come in for a few hours. 

The Gran$s-in-Aid announcement just came in and I'm looking 
forward to seeing what we get this year. Some of the things 
in the past were a bit weak.... 

In your letter you asked about specific times during which the 
committee could meet. --I'm available at any hour, although save 
me enough time to get at least one good steak. (This Florida 
beef is mighty tough. The toughest bull from the west would 
taste tender compared to this stuff.) 

It is mighty good to be down here, Sam. First of all, the 
amount of dishonesty at FSU was getting too far out of hand-- 
and then there were other serious problems with Flynn I 
won't go into now. We don't have much in the way of equipment 
here, but the staff is far above average and we have the hardest 
working President I have ever seen. Students are about the same 
whereever one goes, but this is the first time in three years 
that I can't get to bed early enough in order that I may get up 
and go to work early. In other words, I'm having a wonderful lib* 
in teaching-and I’m mighty glad I didn't run away from it all. 

Cordi 

Raymond D. \Cheydleur, Prof. 
Chairman, Dept, of Speech 



Sopiasatber 26, 1958 

IV, Jack rcTM/ie 
Jlrsotor of m«wl»tei 

of !fe&m(ka 
liimjoln# IMmeha 

Saar Jades 

Km m&KMhas agpmd to chair the !! B Mmimvah Ctenitteo 
(Mm* Ilo^cvnr* bs rslll not arrive tuMX 6 n*B. 
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September 17, 1958 

Hr* Jack lie Bride 
Director of Television 
Ifoiversity of Debra ska 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

Dear Jack! 

I will be unable to make the October meeting* As I indicated 
to Harry and Burton itien I found that I would b© in New York 
for tJilo entire academic year, I am un ble to get away at 
that time and have to fundi to do so even if I had the time* 

However, I feel it essential that the ccraitte© meet* I 
have asked Ken Harwood to chair the meeting*. If I hear 
that lie cannot make it, I will ask Rsy Ckaydlear. Anyway, 
please reserve a roan for us# 

Sony that I will miss the Nebraska meeting* 1 have made 
arrangements for four of my television people from Iowa to 

come, however, so we will not go unrepresented. 

Good luck with the meeting* 

.Sincerely 

Samuel L* 'Becker 
Chairman, Research Canr&ttee 

L6U Riverside Drive 
New Tori:, 27, H#T* 

You will have to ©souse Hie typing. I have not yet become 
accustomed to doing witlxsut a secretary. 
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PURPOSE CF THE GRANTS: 

Through the impetus that may be provided by modest 
supplementary financial assistance, the NAEB hopes 
to encourage the development of original research. 
These grants-in-aid are offered as a means of fos¬ 
tering creative research of unusual quality and of 
general significance to educational broadcasting, 

AMOUNT CF GRANTS: 

Grants-in-aid will be made in amounts up to |500 
but requests for smaller amounts will be considered 
with favor, 

USE CF FUNDS: 

These grants-in-aid are designed to cover partial 
expenses of research projects, 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE? 

Any department of an accredited institution of 
higher education may apply for a grant. While 
funds may be applied to a project carried on by an 
individual, the grant itself must be to the insti¬ 
tution, The department of the institution sponsoring 
the project must accept responsibility for providing 
throughout the project expert supervision of re¬ 
search, administering the project, and completing 
it, 

SUBMISSION CF APPLICATIONS: 

Applications must be submitted to Samuel L, Becker, 
Chairman, NAEB Research Committee, c/o National 
Assn, of Educational Broadcasters, Ik Gregory Hall, 
Urbana, Illinois, and must be postmarked not later 

than December 31* 19580 Grants will be announced 
on or about February 15, 1959, 



FORMS CF APPLICATIONSs 

Applications must be submitted in five copies 
and should consist of two main section;, as 
follows 2 

Section I (limited to three or four p;ges) 
"sTiOuXd state as a whole the following: 

1* The substantial benefits to education and 
broadcasting (radio and/or TV) tlat reason¬ 
ably may be expected to result fiom this 
study* 

2, The hypothesis or hypotheses of the study. 

3. The relationships of the proposed study to 
previous research. 

U* Procedures of the study, including measures 
to be employed and methods of analyzing data. 

Section II should indicate the following: 

1. The expected date by which the following 
will be submitted to the NAEB: 

a) Two copies of the full report of the 
study, 

b) Nine copies of a 600-word abstract of 
the full report, and 

c) Two copies of a financial report, to¬ 
gether with unexpended NAEB funds. 

2. A statement of the names and titles of those 
who will serve as active consultants for the 
project, will supervise the research, and 

, will execute the details of the study. 

OVER 



3* A budget of all -items that will be provided 
for the research, indicating: 

a) What amount is being requested from the 
NAEB, 

b) What will be provided by the applicant, 
c) What will be provided by sources ether 

than the applicant and the NAEB, 
Amounts of $£00,00 or less may be provided 
by the NAEB. 

k-> A statement that no grant funds will be 
expended for: 

a) Administration of the grant, 
b) Space and ordinary facilities of the 

institution, or 
c) Purchase oi capital equipment* 

£* The understanding that the NAEB has first 
right to publish a report of the study if it 
so desires* All other publications rights will 
be retained by the grantee, provided that such 
publications bear acknowledgement of the grant, 

6. The approval and acceptance of the grant by 
the institution^ 

7. The approval and acceptance of administrative 
responsibility for the study by the head of 
the department in which the work is to be done* 

* ******* * * * * * ***** * * * * * * * 
* If your department does not wish to apply, * 
* * 

* please give this folder to a colleague in * 
* # 

* another department who might have such * 
* * 

* interests, * 
* * * * * ********* * * * * * * * * -'■* *«* ^ 
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REBOOT OF THE 1IAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE 

October, 1953 

the past year sm a long~pl; nned-xor project of the 1IAXB 

Research Committee become a reality# Hxia was a week-long setdnar 

on research in educational broadcasting* %>onoored by the national 

Association of Educational Broadcasters, it was held on the campus 

of the (Mo State University from December 9th. through the 13th, 

1957* The seminar brought together researchers in educational 

broadcasting and some of the top research persons in tangential 

fields for the purpose of laying out some of the problems on which 

research is needed for educational broadcasting and to point out son© 

of Idle ways in which these problems can be attacked* It is hoped 

that the sumary of the conference results, now being consolidated 

by Base arch Committee member I* Keith Tyler# will provide some 

guideposts and inspiration for much additional research by educational 

stations, educational institutions, mid, research agencies. 

Fortunately, the HAEB Board of Directors made It possible for 

the grants-in-add program, started in 1955-1956, to continue during 

this past year* The HASS can talc© credit for making possible som 

excellent research projects, with the expenditure of comparatively 

little money, through this partial support of research projects. The 

announcements for the 1958-1959 program of grants should now be in the 

hands of II/VEB members and others inter©steel in research of significanc 

to educational broadcasting. A special attempt was mde to get these 

announcements out early this year so that greater tir® and thought 

can be given to the preparation of research proposals* 

T he Research Committee still feels that the MSB sorely needs 

a full-tiiao Director of Research and adequate funds to enable him to 

organize or direct a large-scale attack on some of the many questions 

which need to be answered in order to better understand!; and, thereby, 

to better cany on this business of educational broadcasting* Hie 



(2 

OoKSidtte© also fools that# though each Oonn'.ttee of the IJAEB should 

bo fro© to carry out Its am surveys and other Investigations , 

some central coordination is needed and some central repository of 

research materials. This wuld avoid needless duplication and misted 

funds md probably insure better results from these investigations* 

The Research Conrr&ttee a&ain lias indicated a rdllingness to assist ary 
or northers 

of the other Cofaraittoeitin the UAEB with their research problem* 

Respectfully submitted 

mSB HS3EAHCH C«WB 

Rayiaond Cheydleur 

Kenneth JIarwxtd 

Hideya Kumata 

Irving Ilerrill 

i-ercy Tannenbaum 

I. Keith Tylar 

Samuel Decker, Ghaimon 

(Fleas© check spelling of Merrill and whether I have left off any 

members of the comittee. X do not havo all of vsy coords here — 

and I do not havo a list of the committee*) 
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Dr. Harry J. Skomia 
Executive Director, NAEB 
lli- Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

Since my work at Columbia mil not begin until almost the 
end of September, I am trying to catch up on some of the 
writing I have been wanting to do. Among other things, I 
have wanted to write a brief paper on "How to do a coincidental 
broadcast study" since we talked about it in Chicago over a 
year ago. I believe that many of the NAEB member stations 
would like something of this sort so that they could investigate 

their audience periodically# 

I am enclosing a draft of this paper for your reactions. 
Specifically, I would like to know whether you think that 

someone of reasonable intelligence who is completely unsophisticated 
in research could,carry out such a study with only this paper 

as a guide, what suggestions you have for its improvement, and 
whether the NAEB might be interested in distributing copies to 
its members. 

I am sending copies to By Crary and Chalmers Marquis also. By 
indicated at the research conference in Chicago that the Center 
might like to make something of this sort available to its 
stations. The copy to Chalmers is simply a trial balloon - to 
see whether it is clear to him and whether he feels that this sort 
of information or "How to do it" piece is useful for stations. 

Again I apologize for the typing of the paper* This business of 
operating without a secretary is something which will take a bit 
of getting used to# 

Best 

Samuel L. Becker 
I4.6U Riverside Drive, Apt. 61 
New York, 27, N.Y. 



A Measure of Audience for Educational Broadcasting 
Telephone Coincidental Study 

The coincidental telephone survey is one of the cheapest types of 
audience surveys to make and a good starting place from 'ditch to develop 
other types of research. Though the average number of viewers or listeners 
is seldom, if ever, the major interest of educational broadcasters, it 
is o ften helpful to have some estimate of audience size, especially in 
relation to the audience size for other types of programming on competetive 
stations in the area. 

’'Hose-counting” studies have often been derided by educational broadcasters. 
Many claim that the audience of educational broadcasts is necessarily small 

and that the results of research on audience size make their stations 
appear ineffectual. It should be made clear at the outset of any discussion 
of research that the purpose is not to make the station appear ineffectual. 
Hor is the purpose to make the station appear effective. The purpose of 
research is not to make the station appear anything; the purpose is rather 
to gain knowledge and understanding of what is. Such knowledge and 
understanding often can be used as an aid in programming decisions. The 
word "aid” is used advisedly. Programming decisions obviously should 
not be based completely upon the results of audience size measurements. 
These results are simply additional bits of information which will enable 
management and program personnel to make decisions more intelligently, 
based perhaps somewhat more upon knowledge, somewhat less upon bias or hunch. 

There are many advantages to the coincidental or telephone survey. 
It is probably the quickest and cheapest method of securing audience size 
estimates, kith the help of suggestions, such as those in this paper, 
coincidental studies can be carried out with personnel who are inexperienced 
in research. Because of the great expansion of telephone service since 
World War II, samples selected from telephone books are probably as good 
random samples as you can obtain from your community. The bias due to 
families who do not have telephones is almost negligible. One of the 
greatest advantages of this type of study for the educational broadcaster 
is that it supplies him with a list of names and addresses of listeners 
to his station. Such a list can be used for many purposes, including 
follow-up interviews with these respondents in their homes. 

Sponsors of research always should be aware of the limitations of 
the particular research method used before such research is started. 
Though, as indicated above, the telephone book provides a fairly good basis 
for a random sample, there are some groups in the population who will be 
missed. These include the extremely low income group, families in apartment 
hotels which have P.B.X. switchboards, and often a large proportion of farm 
homes. Because of the large number of hones on each farm line, the 
interviewers get too many busy signals and thus have a hard time getting, 
calls through. Detailed information cannot be gathered in telephone 
interviews. It is probably inadvisable to attempt to discover much more 
in a telephone interview then whether and to what the respondent is 
listening'. Information about the respondent is not generally obtained. 
Calls cannot be made too early in the morning or very late at night. 
Though this Trill differ somewhat from community to community, 8:30 a.m. 
and 10:00 p.m. are the approximate limits of telephone surveys. When 
there are multiple sets in use in the household, or when there is a 
radio set in addition to a television set in use, most respondents do 
not mention this fact. Some of these limitations can be cicumvented by 
easeful planning and skillfully designed questions. In general, however, 
these limitations should simply be kept in mind so that you are aware of 
what your results represent, and what they do not represent. 



(2 - Telephone Coincidental Study) 

Planning the Survey 

The months of March, April, October, and the first half of November 
are probably the best for coincidental surveys if a picture of "typical" 
listening is wanted. 

The first step in planning the study is to obtain the most recent 
telephone book available in your community. Mark off all business phones 
and estimate the number of home telephones remaining. 

Before selecting the numbers to be called, decide on the time period 
or periods to which you want to generalize. If you are simply interested 
in the average night-time listening' to "your station, you will need to make 
fewer calls than if you are interested in the audience size for each 
individual program. You should plan to obtain 500 to 600 calls for each 
time period to which you want to generalize. The average interviewer can 
place 60 to 80 calls per hour. This means that if you want to generalize to 
your 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. period, three telephone interviewers can place 
enough calls in one evening to obtain the data, or one interviewer working 
for three evenings can do it. On the other hand, if you want to find out 
about a specific half-hour program which is on the air once a week, it "dll 
take 17 interviewers placing calls all during one program, or it will take 
1 interviewer placing calls each time the program is on for 5 or 6 weeksfetc. 
The number of calls which you need to place depends on the precision which 
you wish your audience estimate to have. The larger the sample, the more 
precise your estimate. The 500 to 600 figure was arrived at by estimating 
that the audience for an educational program mil be between 2 and of the 
population of a community. With 600 calls, if you find that 2% of your 
sample reported listening to your station, the chances will be 95> out of 
100 that the "true" percentage of listeners in the entire cqpamit^^ns 
between 1% and 3%. This is calculated with the formula 2 f p(lOO-p) -where 

P - the percentage of the sample reporting listening to your station and 
IT = the number of cadis made in this period. The result, which statisticians 
call xxxhxkiE sampling error or possible error, is added to and subtracted 
from your percentage to find the range Yd.thin which the true figure probably 
falls. If you find that % of your 600 sample reported listening to your 
station, the percentage for the entire community probably lies between 3 and 
7p, using the same formula to calculate sampling error. As the reader can 
see, with a sample much smaller than 5>00 or 600, the sampling error will 
be so great that the results "dll be quite unreliable. 

Once you determine the number of calls to be made, divide this number 
into your estimate of the number of residential phone numbers in the 
telephone book. Let us say that you find that you need to call one-twelfth 
of the residential phones in the book in order to obtain the desired sample. 
Randomly select a number from 1 to 10. This can be done by selecting a number 
from a hat, or shuffling ten playing cards from the ace through the ten and 
seledting one. Starting with the number you select, go through the phone book 
and check every 12th number. If you get through the phone book and find that 
you still need more numbers, pick another randolm number to determine your 
starting place on page 1 and start through again selecting additional |iomes 
to call, again skipping the same number of phones each time. In no case 
should you call the same home^wicle in one survey. This can be avoided by 
marking each number in the book which you plan to use. All of the numbers 
thus selected will comprise your sample. 

The next step is to construct check sheets on which the interviewers 
can quickly check the responses which they receive to their queries. 
Down one side of the sheet list the numbers to be called, with space to 
the right of each for checking or filling in the responses to each question. 
In general, the questions will be somewhat as follows: 



(3 - Telephone Coincidental Study) 

1. hello* This is a broadcasting survey. I would like to asm you a 
few questions, please, das your television or radio set on just now 
when I called? ’ (If not, thank the respondent and hang up.) 

(If yes) 

a. here you listening to the radio or watching television? 

b. To what station were you tuned? 

c. Can you tell me the name of the program or what it was about? 

2. Thankgc you very much. Goodbye. 

The check sheets on which each interviewer is to note the responses 
to his questions should look like the following: 

Interviewer Date_Time period _to_ 

Phone no. h1 h RTA Li: 
Sr 

stening 
"Radio” Hone 

Station 
ghannel 

Program 

etc. C 0£y ~ fid44/J M ' /jo frfUurtfj R7A - r) 

Have all of the telephone numbers listed on these check sheets before 
the survey is to start. FLace the name of the interviewer, the date, and 
the time period during which you want the interviewer to make as many of 
the calls' on the sheet as possible on top of each sheet. Separate c heck 
sheets or groups of check sheets should oe given eac interv io > * or for uhe 
smallest time segment which you plan to tabulate. For example, if you 
want a separate tabulation for each hour of the afternoon, check sheets 
should be made for the 12*00 to 1:00 period, 1:00 to 2:00, 2:00 to 3:2*00, 
etc. Interviewers should be instructed to begin calling one minute after 
each hour o r half-hour begins and to stop one minute before each, half-hour 
or hour ends. This -./ill avoid catching many persons tuning programs In or 
out during this period. Each intervie check 
sheets for the entire morning or evening or whatever the period in which 
He is to make calls. He should be told to let a phone ring six tines before 

■ signals, 1 e should go on to a few 
other calls and then come back and tip- the bus - njgnber again. A good rule 
to follow is to Ceil each busy line three tii os before giving up and marking 
busy on the check sheet. In any case, all interviewsrs must receive tre 
same instructions for such, cases so that es.cn ..is doing the sane tiling. 

If a respondent wants more information than, .that this is a broadcasting y; 
survey. It should be given to him. It should not be given to him if he ^ 
doer not ask. hour slot ion or institution should not be identified Jsy the . 
interviewer unless absolutely necessary, for this niglrc. bias some of ire 
responses. It is a good idea to hold a joint meeting with all interviewers 
to explain these proceduresx to all at one time and to answer any questions. 
It is" even well to make a few sample calls so that they, can hear and see 

the procedure. 



(U - Telep hone Coincidental Study) 

If possible* private lines should be secured from which interviewers 
can make their calls. Most stations have two or three lines which can be 
used for this purpose. Often* when students are used as interviewers* some 
will have private phones available for their use. If the calling is to be 
done in the evening or on weekends, permission can often be obtained to 
use office phones in some of the local business establishments which are 
closed during these periods. 

Interviewers^ should be instructed to have an eraser and three or four 
sharpened pencils handy so that time will not be wasted sharpening pencils 
or looking for another pencil. Mach should have a watch carefully set to 
the correct time so that he will not be making calls during program changes 
and so that he makes his calls during the prosper periods. Interviewers 
should be told to make themselves as comfortable as possible. It is even 
a good idea for each to have a glass of water handy to quench a dry throat. 
The more that one is able to foresee and .forestall’ any interruptions in 
the calling process, the more calls you will have completed within your 
limited time periods. 

Tabulation and Analysis of Results 

After the data have been collected* the tabulation process begins. 
Start by stacking the check sheets into piles representing each of the 
smallest time segments into which you plan to organise your data. These 
ira.gnt be by hours of the lay or by segments of the day such as morning* 
afternoon* evening. In some cases* you might be interested only in the 
audience for one program, and, so all of your calls’ were made during the 
period of this program. In this case, you will have only one pile, within 
each time segment* add the checks in the TV columns* the radio columns* aid 
the none columns. Add the no answer responses to the none column since it 
is a fairly safe assumption that there was no radio or television listening 
in that household since* nepne answered the telephone• The uBusy" phones* 
the discontinued service cases* and the respondents who refused to give any 
information should be deleted from the sample since it is difficult to infer 
listening or viewing activities in these households. (The result of this 
treatment is the same as dividing this group proportionately among the radio 
listeners* television viewers* and non-listeners or viewers* through the 
sample base is not raised accordingl y) 

An estimate of the percentage of homes in the community which are tuned 
to your station during each period can be obtained by talcing the number 
of homes in which someone has reported a set tuned to your station and 
dividing this by the total number of calls made during this period (after 
subtracting from this total the calls which resulted in busy signals* 
refusals* or notification that service has been discontinued). "The 
resultant ratio should be multiplied by 100 to convert it to a percentage. 
Similar estimates can be made for the other stations in your area* if you 
wish. For each period in which you..thus obtain an. estimate of your audience* 
you should calculate the possible error jyr the a given earlier* using 
the numbers above. Possible error * rtioo’ The p -within the 

square root sign is the percentage of homes which you found tuned to your 
station during the particular period. * The N is the same figure used in ithe 
denominator of the ratio by which you determined the percentage. The error 
term should be added to and subtracted from the obtained percentage in order 
iftK to show the range within which your !!true’* percentage of listeners 
probably falls. To be more precise* the chances are 9lS out of 100 that the 
percentage of households in the community which were tuned to your station 
fell within this range. 



(5 - Telephone Coincidental Study) 

You will find that some research agencies calculate Mshare-of-audiencen 
rather than percentage of total homes tuned to your station. The results 
look better in promotional pieces but you should remember that the error 
increases proportionately with the apparent increase in audience figures. 
This can be easily illustrated. Lot us say that you have 5>C0 calls in an 
evening, after deleting the refusals and numbers which were busy all three 
times you tried to call them and the disconnected phones. Of these 500, 
20 report that they are viewing your television station. 'The percentage 
of total : 1 Qfflon-^ould be 100 times . which would be h%. Possible error would 
be 2 A x 96 hOD 

$00 which would be 1.65. Thus the percentage of homes viewing 

your station pr&bably fell between 2.35 and 5*655* If you wont to estimate 
share of television audience, rather than percentage of total homes, you 
substitute all of the homes reporting viewing television for the $00. Let 
us say .that. 2$Q respondents reported that they were viewing television. 
Your share, of that audience would be 100 times 20 

2 /^Tx~92 250 
or 3*42. 

It 
the possible error more than doubled. 

250 
U.58 and 
percentage doubled. 

or 85* Possible error 

Thus your share of viewing homes probably fell between 

is important to note here that although the listening 

An advantage of calculating percentage of total homes is that it is 
slightly easier to estimate the total number of homes in the community 
tuned to your station. You can figure it by multiplying the total number 
of homes or households in your community by the percentage and dividdtothe 
result by 100. 

Some broadcasters find it easiest to interpret the results of this 
sort of study if they are put into tabular or graphic form. This can be 
done in many ways. Two of these are illustrated below. 

(Graph s) 

It Is possible to ask a few more questions in a telephone interview 
than indicated by the sample questions above. You might want to determine 
who in the home was listening to the program. You migh£ want to find out 
whether anyone in the home ever listens to your station and, if so, to what 
programs. Questions of this last kind, which indicate that your station 
has a special interest in the results of the study should be at the end of 
the interview where this knowledge has no chance of influencing responses 
to other questions. Attitude questions, e.g., 'lhat do you think of station KYZ?,r, 
and personal questions of any sort, probably will result in the least 
reliable responses of any questions which might be asked in this sort of 
survey. In considering additional questions for the telephone interviews, 
remember that each additional question lengthens the time consumed by the 
interview and necessitates more interviewers to obtain the required number 
of calls in any given period. 
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Harry J. Skomia 
Executive Director, NAEB 
III. Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

sMt+cf: 
Ify- secretary forwarded the copy of the letter which you 
sent to Keith Tyler. Yfell done!II I have been meaning 
to ask you for some time the proper path to pursue to 

facilitate this business. Hope that the report will soon 
be forthcoming. 

he are now settled in NYC — a block from Columbia University. 
Have a wonderful view of the Hudson Diver from our sixth floor 
apartment. Perhaps we will see you here one of these days? 
Our address is U64 Riverside Drive, Apartment 61, New York, 27> 

N.Y. I would speed matters up if mail concerning the research 
committee would be sent to me here. After Feburaiy 1, our address 
will be on Morning side Drive-but I will write prior to that 
time with the specific address. 

T he past summer at Iowa was certainly a hectic one — I have 
not quite recovered yet. The last two wee1 s were completely 
devoted to finishing the analysis and write-up of our research 
for the Fund for the Advancement of Education. -Am still working 
with some of the data which are concerned with some side issues 

which we investigated. 

You might be interested in a special research meeting which the 
ETRC held a few weeks ago in Chicago, if you have not already 
heard about it. I$r Crary called it — had Bruce Jestley from 

Wisconsin, Merril from MLch State, Withy (spelling?) from the Survey 
Research Center at Michigan, and myself. Some people from WTTW 
were there on and off. The Center was simply seeking ideas and 
advice on the research directions which it might pursue. It wants 

to provide more research service to its stations. I take it that 
this is something for the future-as money is tight with the 
Center this year. However, it is something which the NAEB should 
keep in contact with and work cooperatively on, it seems to me. 
Their concern is only with the television stations but most of the 

ideas which we brought up apply equally well to the educational 
radio stations. The major problem the Center faces — as does the 

NAEB research committee, in ray opinion, - is the lack of interest 
or even antagonism to research on the part of management, that is to 
say station managers and production people. This does not worry me 
except for the many kinds of studies in which the cooperation of 
stations is needed. 

Hope that you received the suggested form for the grants-in-aid 
announcement and that it was satisfactory. Hope also that we see 
you in NYC one of these days. 

Best 

Sam L. Becker 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

September 15, 1958 
119 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

Dr. Samuel L. Becker 
454 Riverside Drive, Apt. 61 
New York 2 7, New York 

Dear Sam: 

Just between trips and will try to read your survey on plane to or from New York. 

One concern: That having sent to Crary, it will become a Center publication 
(as Kumata's, done here, also did), I'd like to keep the NAEB itself in this, 
more and more. 

More when I have a chance to read. 

Sincerely 

Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJS:jg 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
of 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

14 Gregory Hall Urbana, Illinois 

14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 
September 10, 1958 

Dr. Sam Becker 
Research Committee 
c/o Dr. Hans Salzmann 
514 W. 110th Street 
New York 25, New York 

Dear Sam: 

Convention Chairman Jack McBride and his committee have arranged 
special meeting times for committees at the annual NAEB Convention 
which will be held in Omaha, October 14-17# This is to advise you 
of arrangements and to suggest you plan to make use of the available 
time for your committee# 

There are two periods being set aside. One is the Tuesday morning 
period before the convention officially gets under way. The other 
is Thursday noon. There will be no formal arrangements made for 
committee luncheons. That is up to you, if you wish to get members 
of your committee together for such a purpose# 

If you wish room arrangements for a Tuesday morning committee meeting, 
please write Jack McBride pronto, requesting assistance for such a 
meeting room. Also, please send carbon of your letter to Headquarters 
so staff will know of your planned committee activities# 

Sincerely, 

Cx 

Frank E. Schooley 
President 

FES:cmc 



TO? I. Keith Tyler9 Institute for Education by Radio-TV 

FROM? Raymond D. Cheydleur* Chairman* Research Committee 

REi Suggestions for Discussion at NAEB Research Seminar 

DATE? September 13* 1957 

The attached material consists of (1) various projects underway 
at some of the stations* (2) suggestions and problems relating 
to the seminar information sheet mailed by Harry Skornia on 
August 9 to T5Managers and/or Directors* NAEB Actives* and 
Associates,,n 

Since I am holding all of the return letters on this until we 
can clear the names of those who are being nominated* (Hqs® 
deadline set at Sept® 15 and final clearance deadline set here 
for Sept® 25) I have pulled from this mass of material the in¬ 
formation you need® 

Z have not attempted to sort out the ideas0 Many of them seem to 
m to pertain to management problems® A few really aren°t worth 
listing although perhaps there is a relationship implied between 
the suggeater and the person nominated® Or am I stretching the 
point on this? 

Harwood comes up with the usual stimulating questions® There are 
other good ones to be considered® 

If more arrive between now and the 25th* 1811 pass them on® 

CCs CoiRMttea Members 
Burton Baulu 
Harry Skornia 
Dick Hun 



1, 

Armond L® Hunter, Director, WKAR-TV, Michigan State ^diversity 

Suggests the following * "—developing research studies to 
evaluate the relative audience interest and effectiveness of 
different types and kinds of educational programs on a quali¬ 
tative basis*" 

Vernon Bronson, Director, WTSU, Miami, Florida 

Suggests the following: discussion of "the establishment of a 
reasonably valid nathod of audience check, which can be 
handled by the average educational station and -which is not 
subject to the vagaries and ambiguities of the commercial 
services®" 

Richard Ho Bell, Arizona State College 

Believes research should be done in the following ETV areas* 
1® Study of Educational Effectiveness of observing a class¬ 

room via TV as compared to visiting the classroom® 

2® Determination of the influence of implied social values 
in network TV drama on the attitudes of children® 

3® Determination of which aspects of education can best be 
accomplished via TV® 

h• Seeking specific correlation between use of TV in education 
and cost of education* 

Roy Barthold® Acting Manager, KURT 

Projects in progress: 
1® Fund for advancement of Ed® Project-Exp series 

Evaluation of film impact in Psychology of Research® 

2® ETRC Research Grant #2 
ETV Impact study in terms of depth personality studies of 
audience of frequent viewers vs® non-viewers (b) attitudes 
change-as measured by Semantic differential, etc* 

3o ETRC Research Grant ^“Further Impact studies to be imple¬ 
mented O 

ii® Pending NSR study of impact of Biology Series, etc0 



Heads data on the followings 
la Further analysis of audienee structure with respect to 

specific programing*, 

2o More extensive analysis of "audience educability"® i0e», 
creating interest in programing which has no "built-in" 
interest for certain groups® 

30 Systematic examination of "philosophy of ETV" programming 
among various levels of ETV personnel by intensive cross- 
sectioned attitude studies® 

ho Further examination of the scope of "Educational TV" 
stereotype9 etc®# etc® 

Kenneth Harwoods Chairman, Dept© of Telecommunication, University of S„ Calif® 

Suggests the following questions! 
1» How may research activities be of more value to all educational 

broadcasters? 

20 How may they be of more value to station management? 

3o How may research par some! increase in ability, number, and 
statue during the coming years? 

lio How may research personnel study the internal operations 
of their stations? 

So How may they increase the necessary information about the 
audiences and the non«=audiences of their stations? 

William Ga Dochtormang Director of Radio-TV, Northern Illinois University 

Interested in problems concerned with educational children^ television,, 

Sidney Stone» Director of WBGU, Bowling Green University 

Suggests study of finances of closed-circuit operations around the 
country© 

Earl Wynn, Director of TV, University of North Carolina 

Just completed study of attitudes toward ETV* Needs information on 
"audienee segments, program needs©" 
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Ray Burlburt* General Manager, Alabama EXV Commission 

Now working on Research in connection with FAE Grant for in-school 
telecasting on a state wide basis*,T Needs data on simplified and 
inexpensive means of measuring number of viewers*w 

Gerard Appy, Assoc* Dir*, Uhiv* of Georgia, Center for Con»t* Education 

Needs data on (1) ETV audience impact studies, (2) ETV Audience 
composition, a- relation of audience measurement of ETV to commercial 
audience measurement, b» study importance of credit factor on ETV 
adult educational programs* 

H« M* Martin* Manager, WKNO 

Project in progress: survey to final reasons for illiteracy and its 
impact on political-economic and social phases of community life* 
Needs data on (1) Methods of selling ETV to educators, (2) Scientific 
measurement of ETV station audience and impact (How to conduct such a 
research project*) (3) Study °f ETV staff organisations and their 
duties* (li) Study of audience impact and reaction through promotion* 

Jim Miles, Director, WBAA, Purdue University 

Dr® Seibert suggests as a starter: 1) The problem of integrating 
research findings—the nFRAMEM)RK» into which results may be fitted 
and from which testable hypotheses may be drawn® 2) I would like 
to hear others® ideas concerning the selection procedures to be 
used in choosing ETV nTALENT«* 3) I believe that TV student re¬ 
tention over protracted periods of time needs investigation (small joke)* 
We have hopes that our calculus group may serve as a nGuinea Pig” 
sample for one study of this sort* It) I have been wondering what 
criteria, if any, will show greatest TV vs* conventional differences* 
We know that the customary criteria reveal little difference between 
the two separately taught groups, yet many insist that differences 
exist—perhaps they <3o® if others have ideas concerning the differ¬ 
ences and the areas in which they occur, these should be valuable* 
If research bears out their hunches, we will be in a better position 
to understand the nature of TV education* 

Myon M* Curry* Director, KFJM, University of North Dakota 

We are especially interested in several problems: 
(a) Information on educational program types most preferred at 

given hours of the broadcast day$ for example, is h:30 a 
good time for children®s programs, reading programs, 
lectures, or discussions® 

(b) When are the peak listening periods during the day* 



ll. 

(c) Are there any better education program types aside from 
music most preferred by listeners; for example* is drama 
a favorite; what about docraoentary, short talks* interviews 
and so on© 

(d) Do educational stations tend to provide "relief programs" 
in contrast to the fare offered by cornercial stations© 

(e) Do educational program audiences tend to be cumulative; that 
is* are there large numbers of different people reached at 
different times; or (toes the educational program audience 
tend to be both small and unchanging© 

W« Ja Murphy* Coordinator* University of Detroit 

Projects in progress: 
FAE project on credit telecourses with viewing groups on campus© 

Needs data on: 
Specifications in the classroom (1) size of screen and number of 
monitors for classes of 25* 50, 100* 150, (2) placement of audio 
receivers for classes of above size* 

Howard I© Johnson. Executive Director* KRMA-TV, Denver 

Projects under ways 
1© Public opinion survey.. .with particular reference to the 

viewershlp of KRMA«TV. 

2© Television effectiveness of French instruction© 

Suggests: "that the problem to be discussed-—might be directed 
toward a definite "pinpointing" of research on the national level© 

Paul K© Heima Coordinator* Richmond Area University Center 

Problems recently encountered: determining service radius* promoting 
UHF in a VHF area* financing© 

C© J, Stevens. Director, Radio-TV* University of Kansas City 

Concerned with methods of: 
Low budget installation and operation of radio and television 
stations© 



!>o 

Carl He Meager» Director, WSUI, KSUI 

Interested in discussion of the question oft 
"....the educational broadcasting stations0 services to the 
majority of listeners as to a minority group." 

Robert Kirkpatrick, Director, A-V Center, Union Theological Seminary 
Richmond 

Project underway* $10,000 study "of our denomination^ present use 
of radio and television! of the anticipated long-term trends of 
the whole field of radio and television^ to study the proposed 
uses of radio and television by other religious groups^ and to 
recommend the course of action...." 

Needs data on: whole field of children^ radio programs in regard 
to their Ftf. station. Wants to know nthe extent to which a listener 
audience of children can be built up, what kinds of programs are 
most effective, the best kind of promotion, etc." 

Allen Millar, Manager, KWSG, State College of Washington 

"Fundamentally, I would like to see motivational research in depth 
made available to us for guidance of our activities. I have heard 
rumors on numerous occasions of motivational research being done at 
the behest of advertising agencies and sponsors. Perhaps the pro¬ 
jects don°t justify the designation of motivational research in depth. 
Perhaps the information cannot be obtained in any event. Collation 
of material, however, would be hi^ily valuable if it is extant and 
obtainable. Otherwise, is it possible for NAEB to get involved in 
research that can help us to find out how to capture and attract the 
attention of the listening public with materials designed for serious 
purpose? Obviously, there are many varieties of such materials. A 
start with any of them would be valuable. I think the nose-counting 
surveys could be left to the individual stations. But that which 
penetrates more deeply into the way in which people react or can 
be persuaded to react probably is too costly to be conducted by any 
one institution. In any event, I believe that facts of this kind 
which are obtained should be available to all institutions.11 

Bernarr Cooper. Director, Radio-TV, University of New Mexico 

"One immediate problem on which several of us would be interested 
to have more data would be the motivational factors involved in 
learning by television. Not enough is known about the individuals 
who take telecourses or their reasons for taking these. Research 

^7 Indicates unusually fine results are obtained by telecourse 
/ enrollees when they are subjected to the type of examination in 
, a subject area as that administered in a controlled situation." 



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

UNIVERSITY PARK 

LOS ANGELES 7 

September 22, 195>8 

Dr. Samuel L. Becker 
U6U Riverside Drive, Apt. 6l 
New York 27, New York 

Dear Sam, 

Marry thanks for your note, for getting out the announcement 
of the grants-in-aid, and for completing the annual report. 

I will send to Harry right away any suggestions I have 
concerning special distribution of the announcement of grants- 
in-aid. 

I am planning to arrive in Omaha by about 6 p.m. on Tuesday 
of the convention week and to leave by mid-morning on Thursday 
of that week. During my stay there I shall be happy to serve 
you and the committee in any way that I am able. 

Probably an important item of discussion among members of 
the committee should be with respect to any policy that we wish 
to take concerning Title VII of The National Defense Education 
Act of 1958. Under this title the Congress has authorized 
appropriation of three million dollars for the study of educa¬ 
tional radio, television, motion pictures, and so on during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 195>9. 

Congratulations on your appointment by FAE, and all good 
wishes for the coming year. 

Cordially, 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman 
Department of Telecommunications 

kh:mk 

air mail 



Educational Television and Radio Center 

2320 WASHTENAW AVENUE 

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 

October 31, 19^8 TELEPHONE NORMANDY 3-2476 

Dr. Samuel L. Becker 
1*61* Riverside Drive 
Apartment 6l 
New York 27, New York 

Dear Sam: 

On December 1* and 5 the Educational Television and Radio Center 
will conduct a conference on research in Ann Arbor. This will be specially 
directed toward practical examination of the implications of the National 
Defense Education Act of 19^8. The conference purposes will cover three 
items: 

1. To present a comprehensive review of research to date so 
that productive directions can be established. This is a 
"where-do-we-go-from-here" emphasis. 

2. A report will be made on the best up-to-date intelligence 
on the policies, criteria, and expectations of the U. S. 
Office of Education in its administration of the act. 

3. Guidance and special assistance on the development of 
proposals will be made available through the conference. 

Harry Skornia and I are agreed that your presence at this conference 
would be most valuable. Therefore, you are cordially invited to attend. 
The Center will cover your necessary expenses. We would appreciate a 
reasonably prompt response to this invitation. 

Sincerely, 

Rylr W. Crary 
Director of Research 

RWCicsl 



TO* rlAEB Research Committee 

FROMi Raymond D® Cheydleur 

DATS* October 1, 1957 

SUBJECT* New addresses of Committee Members 

Several of you requested an up-to-date directory of -the addres¬ 
ses of the members of the ccsnmlttee® Flick and Adkins are now 
fettled and we have a different departmental title here at 
Florida® 

ADDRESSES OF NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

B o f Radio-TV Research, 

Dr® Sam Lo Becker, Director, Television Center, State University 
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 

ations mAlWICAR-FM, Michigan 
using, Michigan 

California _ 
Kenneth Harwood, Chairman, Department of Telecommunications, 

University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California 

i^Dr® Irving R® Merrill, Director, Television Research, Michigan 
State University, East Lansing, Michigan 

^ Dr® I Keith Tyler, Director, Institute for Education by Radio-TV, 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 

Mr® Raymond D® Cheydleur, Ass®t® Dir®, University Broadcasting 
Services, Florida State University, 



List of Research Committee Members * 

Sam Becker, TV Center, State University of Iowa, chairman* Raymond 
Cheydleur, Station WFSU, Florida State Universityi Irving Merrill, 
Station TOR-TV, Michigan State University* Kenneth Harwood, Station 
KUSC, University of Southern California! I. Keith Tyler, Institute 
for Education by Radio-TV, Ohio State University! Hldeya Kuraata, 
College of Coranunic ations Arts, Michigan State University! Percy 

j/Tsnmribaum, Institute for Communications Research, University of 
Illinois, 



Seminar on Research in Educational Broadcasting 
Sponsored by the 

National Association of Educational Broadcasters and 
The Ohio State University 

ROSTER OF PARTICIPANTS 

Adkins, Gale* Director, Office of Radio-TV Research, Utaiversity of Kansas* NASB 
Research Committee. - 

Becker, 5aa L." DirecJSr, Division of Television-Radio-Film, State University 
of Xtta* Currently directing study «f kinescopes vs* classroom lectures. 
Research sad publications In mass ©ccmaiieatien. NAEB Research Ccamltteo. 

Bennett, Jetom. Professor, Sociology snS Asthropology, Qhio 'Raie VaErStStfjy” 
Background In research in cultmCl Influences including broadcast media. 
Resource Person. 

Bloom, fenjamln 5. University Examiner, University of Chicago. Research and 
publications In evaluation of educational behavior. Resource Person. 

Bogart, Leo. Research Division, McCann-Erlckson, Incorporated. Research and pub¬ 
lications in mass coraraunication. Resource Person. 

Cheydleur, Raymond D. Assistant Director, Florida University Broadcasting Services. 
Research and publications in broadcasting. Chairman, NAEB Research Committee. 

Crary, Hyland W. Director of Education, Educational television and kadio Center. 
Audio-visual education. Currently coordinating research supported by Center. 

Dale, Edgar. Professor, Bureau of Educational Research and Service. Research and 
publications in audio-visual education including readability. Resource Person. 

Denney, Reuel. Professor of Social Sciences, Center for the Study of Leisure, 
t&iiversity of Chicago. Research and publications in social and cultural 
phenomena. Resource Person. 

Ellery, John B. Supervisor, Radio and Television Research, Wayne State University. 
Research In public opinion and communication. 

Evans, Herbert E. Vice President and General Manager, People®s Broadcasting Cor¬ 
poration, Columbus. Host for Monday® a Dinner. 

Flick, Clarence E. Assistant Professor andT&recEor of Radio and Television, 
Department of Speech, University of Nebraska. Currently Mass Media Fellow, 
Fund fur Adult Education. Research in broadcasting. NAEB Research Committee. 

Foshay, A. W. Executive Officer, Horace Maxm-Lincoln Institute of School Experl-1" 
mentation. Teachers College* Columbia University. Research and publications 
in education. 

Gardner, Burleigh B. Executive Director, Social Research, Incorporated, Chicago. 
n Research and publications in social phenomena. Resource Person. 

tS JJr Gerjucy, Herbert. Department of Psychology, Uhiversi^o?"Toledo".."Research and 
publications in experimental psychology. 

Harwood, Kenneth. Chairman, Department of Telecommunications, University of 
Southern California. Research and publications in broadcasting. NAEB 
Research Caaaittee. 

__Reiminghaus, Eiari G. Research Consultant, St. Louis Public Schools* Graduate 
Institute of Education, Washington University. Conducted research aspects of 
St. Louis experiment In large-group television teaching. Research and publi¬ 
cations in education. 

Herzog, Herta. Vice President, McCann-Erlckson, Incorporated. Research and publi¬ 
cations in social psychology and mass cosmunlcation. Resource Person. 

Null, Richard. Director of Radio and Television Broadcasting, Ohio ^iaie’^University* 
NAEB Vice President. 

Kelly, George A. Professor of Psychology, Ohio State University. Research and 
publications in psychology. Directed Montclair preliminary study of school 
television. Resource Person. 
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^5 Khoaer, Franklin He Professor of Speech and Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee 
m Communication, Ohio State University. Research and publications in 
psychology and Industrial assets of ccssniunicatlon. Resource Person. 

Kunata, Hidoya. Associate Professor, Conmunications Research" denier, College of 
CoBuxunication Arts, Michigan State Ttolversity. Research and publications 
in communication. 

Lazarsfaid, Paul F. Chairman, Deparfcaont of Sociology, Coluribia University. Re¬ 
search and publications in Ms!*! phenosmna indLudlng ccranunlcatiomu Resource 

«f Speech, Olio Stats ttetvewity. Research In Kail, nU* Assceiate 
broadcasting* Rssource Fsiw- 

Karqn*VC?**?9r"- *SaSFWfOrM« OMMlopMii, Chicago Sdtcatlooal Telavision 
Association, Brooiteart production and promotion. 

McL^ai, tofiall. Chairman, Culture aid Coammicationa Seminar, University of Toronto. 
Merrill, Irving R. Director, Television Research, Michigan State University. Re* 

search and publications in the mass media, NAEB Research Committee. 
Millard, William J., Jr. Director, Millard Research Associates, Pelhamlianor, N. T. 

Research and publications in social phenomena including broadcasting. Resource 
Person. "" — 

n Moore7^S5y. Department of Sociology, University of Texas. 
Neldt, Charles 0* Chairman, Department of Educational Psychology and Measurements, 

tfaiversity of Nebraska. Research Director, Nebraska In-School TeOLevisicn- 
Correspcndence Study Program. Research and publications in education and 
psychology. 

Netjconfo, Theodore M. Chairman, Doctoral Program in Social Psychology, University of 
Michigan. Research and publications in social psychology. Resource Person, 

w^arssy, John. National Project in Agricultural Coraaunications, l53iiian’"Slate University 
Peters, Frank R. Director, Measurements and Evaluation, University Counseling and 

Testing Center, Ohio State University. Research and evaluation of educational 
behavior. Resource Person. 

Rowland, Howard." Associate Professor of Sociology and Director WQED Audience Research 
Project, University of Pittsburgh. Social research. 

Scanlon, John J. Deputy Director of Research, Fuad for the Advancement of Education. 
Resource Person. 

^ ScodelV Alvin. Associate Professor of Psychology, Ohio State University. Resource Person 
fl^Seibsrt, Warren F. Television Programs Research Consultant, Purdue University. 

'Shepherd, John R. Assistant Professor of Speech, and Coordinator of IBaiversity of 
Oregon Productions on Station K0AC-T7, University of Oregon. Television production, 
research and publications* 

Shimberg, Benjamin. Assistant to the President, Educational Testing Service, Prlnca- 
/?/ ton, N. J. Educational research; evaluation of educational broadcasting. 

Siegel, Laurence. Assistant Director, Experimental Stu$y in Instructional Procedures, 
I Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Research and evaluation. 

Skomia, Harry J. Executive Director, National Association of Educational Broadcasters © 
i/Sloane, Frank. Director, Research and Information, Board of Public Instruction, 

Dade Comty (Miami), Florida. Educational and administrative research. 
i^Smmra, Harrison B. Professor of Speech, Ohio State University. Research and publi¬ 

cations on broadcast audiences. Resource Person. 
Taxmeribaura, Percy H« Assistant ProfessorjnSS^EuSe"of Communications Research, 

University of Illinois. Mass media research and publications. 
Ifrler, I. Keith® Professor, Bureau of Educational Research and Service and Director, 

Radio and Television Education, Ohio State University. Research and publications 
In mass media. Seminar Director. 
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lyier, Ralph W. Director, Canter for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, 
Stanford, California.. Research and publications in the evaluation of edu¬ 
cational behavior* Resource Person* 

Wagner, Paul. Associate Professor, School of Journalism, Ohio State Tfoiversitjv. 
Research and publications to mass media* Resource Person* 

Wiebe, Gerhart D* Partner, Sim Roper and AssoHa€5s, Wei? Toft City. Research and 
publications in social pjyoholqgjr and coaaunications* Resource Person* 

Wiape. Lauren, Aseociats Professor of P^rohciogy, Ohio StateTH^M^T^^ol^ 
leal research and pifclicatlons. Resource Person. 

Additional biographical material for most of the participants is available in the 
Seminar files in the Seminar Office* 

i 



REPORT CF THE RESEARCHJIQ^^TTEE 

October, 1958 

The past year sax-7 a long-planned-for project of the NflEB Research 

Committee become a reality* This was a week-long seminar on research 

in educational broadcasting* Sponsored by the National Association of 

Educational Broadcasters, with the cooperation of Ohio State University, 

it was held on the campus of the Ohio State University from December 9th 

through the 13th, 1957 • It was managed by Dr, I. Keith Tyler of Ohio 

State and of the NAEB Research Committee, The seminar brought together 

researchers in tangential fields for the purpose of laying out some of 

the problems on which research is is needed for educational broadcasting 

and to point out some of the ways in which these problems can be attacked. 

It is hoped that the summary of the conference results, now being consoli¬ 

dated by Dr, Tyler, will provide some guideposts and inspiration for much 

additional research by educational stations, educational institutions, 

and research agencies* 

Fortunately, the NAEB Board of Directors made it possible for the 

grants-in-aid program, started in 1955-1956, to continue during this 

past year. The NAEB can take credit for making possible some excellent 

research projects, with the expenditure of comparatively little money, 

through this partial support of research projects* The announcements 

for the 1958-1959 program of grants should now be in the hands of NAEB 

members and others interested in research of significance to educational 

broadcasting. A special attempt was made to get these announcements out 

early this year so that greater time and thought can be given to the 

preparation of research proposals. 
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The Research Committee still feels that the NAEB sorely needs 

a full-time Director of Research and adequate funds to enable him to 

organize or direct a large-scale attack on some of the many questions 

which need to be answered in order to better understand and, thereby, 

to better cariy on this business of educational broadcasting. The 

Committee also feels that, though each Committee of the NAEB should 

be free to cariy out its own surveys and other investigations, some 

central coordination is needed and some central repository of research 

materials. This would avoid needless duplication and wasted funds and 

probably insure better results from these investigations. The Research 

Committee again has indicated a willingness to assist any of the other 

Committees or members in the NAEB with their research problems. 

Respectfully submitted 

NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE 

Raymond Cheydleur 

Kenneth Harwood 

Hideya Kumata 

Irving R. Merrill 

Percy Tannenbaum 

I. Keith Tyler 

Samuel Becker, Chairman 

Copied at NAEB Headquarters 10/3/£8 
cmc 



SUMMARY OF RESEARCH GRANTS-IN-AIDS FOR 1956-1967-1958 

Burton Paulu, University of Minnesota 2/10/58 $400.00 
“.. .a study of the impact of recently inaugurated in-school tv program service 
on the radio audience of the long established Minnesota School of the Air.*' 

R. Edwin Browne, University of Kansas 2/10/58 $100.00 
".. .to defray expenses for your study of Attitudes of College and University 
Presidents toward Educational TV.** 

Kenneth Kagar, University of Washington 2/10/58 $500.00 
••.. .to support.. .your study.. .to isolate and define those characteristics 
believed to be found in a higher degree among opinion leaders than among 
the population as a whole. .. .To design and execute questionnaires that 
will provide a relaible and valid measure of probable prestige and social 
influences of a sample of the known audience of KUOW as compared to a 
similar number. • .randomly sampled from the population as a whole.1 * 

James B. Tintera, Michigan State University 2/20/57 $215.00 
. .to determine which matched group of controlled situation students will 

utilize material more thoroughly when the material is presented primarily by 
sight and sound and in a control situation.** 

Harrison B. Summers, Ohio State University 2/20/57 $160.00 
“parents of children 5 to 10 years of age will exercise control or supervision 
over the TV programs watched by those children. 

Burton Paulu, University of Minnesota 2/20/57 $225.00 
•*.. .survey certain audio-visual equipment available to Minnesota schools.'* 

Lawrence Myers, Syracuse University 12/5/56 $100.00 
••.. .to gather and consolidate information concerning the problems involved 
in instituting a program of instruction fear college credit over educational and 
commercial TV facilities with special reference to University policies and 
procedures for selection, administration, production and evaluation of such 
instiuction.*' 

James Miles, Purdue University 1^/56 $300.00 
*•.. .for a conincidental telephone study to ascertain status, growth and 
impact of WBAA program and those of others' stations serving the community 
and state.** 

Earl Seigfred, Ohio University 12/7/56 $300.00 
“.. .to compare the listenership of the campus radio station WOUI-FM (10 w.) 
with the^^mpusYaSio station WOUI-AM (100 w.) during a comparable period 
and for a given audience within the effective radius of both stations.** 



Harold Hanson, Brigham Young University 12/7/56 $200.00 
••., .study possible uses and the value of closed-circuit/television of 
basketball games as a service to overflow audience/* 



October 28, 1958 

Dr. Ryland W. Crary 
Director of Research 
Educational Television and Radio Center 
2328 Washtenaw Avenue 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Ry: 

I'm glad to accept your kind invitation to the December 4 and $ 
meeting, subject only to the usual risks usually Involved in such 
acceptances. 

For the other two people who should represent the NAEB, a quick 
check with Schooiey confirms my suggestion that we would be 
grateful if Invitations could be sent to Dr. Sam Becker, 484 
Riverside Drive, New York, New York and Dr. Kenneth Harwood, 
Station lOlSC, University of Southern California, Department of 
Telecommunications, University Park, Los Angeles, California. 
Ken’s inventory on radio research would be interesting to the group 
to hear about, supplementing Kumata’s report to TV. 

Harry J. Skomia 
Executive Director 

HJSsjg 
CCs F. E. Schooiey 

william Hurley 
blcc: Becker and Harwood (w/photo of Crary letter) 

K 
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On December h and $ the Educational Television and Xadlo Center 
it a conferee* on research in inn Arbor. Ttd# will be specially 

toward practical examination of the implications of the lational 
Education let of 195$* The conference purposes will cover three 

1. To present a comprehensive review of research to date so 
that productive directions oan be established. This is « 
"where- do-we-go-frum-fae re " emphasis. 

2. A report will be made on the best up-to-date Intel1 Iguana 
cn the policies, criteria, and expectations of the C. S. 
Office of education in its administration of the sot, 

3* Guidance and special assistance on the development of 
proposals will be aade available through the ccnferems. 

Tou are cardlAliy invited to send a representative to bMp 
expense. If yen have such a person on your staff, it v ‘ 

. be that staff member responsible for research activities, 
if jm have had working arrangements with an Institution of higher 
yg&cr dogigjSLgitcd representative wall bo a university resem 
itt established working arrangement with you. The of the 
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The third 
objective of the C_ 
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Sincerely, 

Wend W. Craiy 
Director of Research 

t 
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A PROPOSAL 

FROM 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

TO 

THE DIRECTOR, 

COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA 

RESEARCH PROGRAM 

OFFICE OF EDUCATION, 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.., 

EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

REGARDING THE ROLE OF THE 

NAEB 

IN THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF 1958 

***** 

OCTOBER 24, 1958 



Throughout its history, the NAEB has been deeply concerned with ob¬ 

jective research in the mass media. 

The first benchmark content studies of television in the U.S. were 

carried out, and published and distributed, by the NAEB. These included: 

- New York Television (11951 and 1952) by Dallas W. Smythe 
- Los Angeles Television (1951) by Dallas W. Smythe and 

Angus Campbell 
- r.hinaan Summer Television (1951) by Donald Horton, Hans Mauksch, K, Lane 

- New Haven Television (1952) by Dallas W. Smythe 
- Three Years of New York Television (1953) by Dallas W. 

Smythe 
- Four Years of New York Television (1954) by H. H. Remmers 
- Some Comparisons Between British and American Television 

(1954) by John T. Suchy 

Copies of these studies are being forwarded under separate cover. 

They have been widely distributed throughout the U.S. and Canada, as well 

as to many foreign research scholars. They are the only studies extant which 

concern themselves principally with content, techniques, and methodology 

for the evaluation of television as an effective tool for the communication of 

information, attitudes and values in the formative stages of television in the 

first nation to use it. 

The first study,even prior to final publication, served as one of the 

most important single supporting documents in hearings before the Federal 

Communications Commission at the time of the NAEB's successful efforts, 

along with those of other organizations, to secure the allocation of television 

frequencies specifically for educational use. 

Subsequent to the above studies the NAEB has turned its attention 

principally to ongoing services of a somewhat different nature as outlined 

below. 
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For many years the NAEB has also been engaged in the active interchange 

of research findings in educational r.adio and television with other organizations 

in the U.S., with other nations, and with such international organizations as 

UNESCO, the International University of the Air, and the European Broadcasting 

Union, in all of which the NAEB holds membership or represents the United 

States. 

These efforts have been coordinated by the NAEB Research Committee. 

Members of this committee, at present, are: 

Dr. Sam Becker, State University of Iowa# Chairman 
Mr. Raymond CheydleuTi Manatee Junior College 
Dr. Irving Merrill, Michigan State University 
Dr. Kenneth Harwood, University of Southern California 
Dr. I. Keith Tyler, Institute for Education by Radio-TV# Ohio State University- 
Dr. Hideya Kumata, Michigan State University 
Dr. Percy Tannenbaum, University of Illinois 

From time to time, for concentrated efforts, the NAEB has found it neces-? 

nary to contract for the services of a Research Consultant or Director of Studies. 

The most recent Director of Studies was Dr. Dallas Smythe of the Institute of 

Communications.Research, of the University of Illinois. Dr. Wilbur Schamm, 

now of the Institute of Communications Research at Stanford University has also 

advised the NAEB in many of its research activities, as well as being the first 

Editor of the NAEB Research Fact Sheets. 

In all these studies, as will be seen by perusal of the Fact Sheets and other 

materials also being sent, objectivity has been the keynote of NAEB activities and 

publications. The NAEB does net seek to promote the use of television, or radio 

{which has always been maintained as a focus of its research as well) for doing 

everything or for any educaUcndly irresponsible uses* Many of the NAEB Fact Sheets 
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and other studies reveal dangers and failures in the use of television for cer 

tain purposes. As an educationally responsible assocation, the NAEB pledges 

continuation of this same insistence on scientific ^activity in all its studies 

and publications, keeping the functions of research and promotion scrupulously 

separated. 

B addition » <h. actual t.s.atch “* W “■ M*’ 

,e„„ Association A.s proved »»“ “*“« “““ 

functions In the tes.aieh .... of t.l.v.s.o. and »<■»■ These can be., be ... 

forth briefly under the following headings: 

Pesearch Fact Sheets: 

During 1954. the proliferation, of studies into the uses of television ana 

radio as instructional tools became so great, and so confusing to the average 

.dmln..«a.« and educslon.ha. th. NAEB. with .»• assistance »< “• 

Ech,.™. undertook to ptev.de an »,ol», digest o. the P«- ■*""* 

type, with critical annotation, and bibliographical reierenc... 

General Announcenren. of this sendee, and th. o, the Research 

fact Sheets themselves. «« Issued by the NAEB on E.brumy 21. 19SS. A 

copy of the initial announcement, setting forth the purposes of this service, ..... 

attached. 

t thocp Fact Sheets were distributed, in mimeo 
After the first fifty or so of these Fact sneers w 

graphed iesm. the demand Item ou.s.d. a. well a. wl.hl. «re Nnlt.d Btats, be¬ 

came great enough to warrant mulshing «h.m a. a part ol th. NAEB Journal- <" 

convenient removable iorm let HUn, by ..tie. numbers as indio.r.d oa .he 

attached samples. E«U * «— «* S»“" "* •1“ **,W' 

separate cover. A revision o, ih. hrdes is also » pr.per.U» will he forwarded 
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as soon as it is available. 

Research Inventory Functions: 

In addition to the on-going current distribution of digests of current studies# 

principally in the U.S., Canada and Great Britain, in 1956 we discussed with Dr. 

Hideya Kumata, then on the Staff of the Institute of Communications Research of 

the University of Illinois# a project he was interested in carrying out. The result 

of this study was An Inventory of Instructional Television Research, £his was a 

project of the Institute, in Which the NAEB President and Executive Director co^ 

operated closely. They were able to provide many of the raw materials and con¬ 

tacts necessary in the initial stages of this study. When the study was completed, 

the finished manuscript was forwarded immediately to the Educational Television 

and Radio Coi ter, which subsequently published and distributed it with funds 

available from a grant made for the distribution of euch materials and for promotion 

of Educational Television material. Since this project was conceived and 

carried out with the collaboration and assistance of the NAEB, a copy of this 

Inventory of Instructional Television Research is also forwarded under separate 

cover. 

Following publication of this Television Inventory, it became obvious that 

a similar study in the field of radio would be equally useful. In cooperation with 

the National Project in Agricultural Communications, which is also interested in 

the educational effectiveness of radio, the NAEB last year contracted, jointly 

with the NPAC, for the preparation and publication of such a study. It is now 

nearing completion, and was reported on by Dr. Kenneth Harwood, a member of the 

NAEB Research Committee and the r esearch scholar responsible for its completion, 

at the recent Washington meeting of the U.S. Office of Education, October 2 0 & 21 
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A copy of this study will also be forwarded as soon as it is in the final pub¬ 

lished form. 

Research Grants-in-Aid: 

For a number of years, the NAEB has felt that the discipline and tradition 

of educational research need to be encouraged in connection with the educational 

uses of radio and television in the United States. We have felt that commercial 

or market research, or *‘audience-counting" was leaving a serious void in an 

area which deserved and needed far more basic study. 

The modest funds at the disposal of the NAEB were not adequate to finance 

such studies fully. Neither were they adequate to maintain a full time Director 

or Coordinator of Research. However, a modest program of research grants-in- 

aid was developed and carried out by the NAEB Research Committee to encourage 

and assist young graduate research scholars particularly and educational institu¬ 

tions interested in embarking upon significant research for the first time, with 

small sums of up to $500.00 to provide assistance of the kind essential to make 

these projects significant and valid. Since these grants were made on an applica 

tion basis, this procedure also made it possible to have these projects reviewed 

in advance, by members of the NAEB Research Committee, who were able to pro¬ 

vide guidance and assistance available only from such experienced research 

specialists. 

Although funds available were never adequate to provide the support we 

would have liked, we believe that new wellsprings of research have been dis¬ 

covered by this procedure, and many new techniques and problems have been 

attacked which otherwise would have received no encouragement. 
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Of the numerous projects of this sort supported during the past few years, 

a few might be mentioned at this point as illustrating the type of research 

supported: 

1. A study of the impact of the newly-inaugurated television school 
programs on the classroom audience of the long-established 
Minnesota radio School of the Air. 

2. A study of the Attitudes of College and University Presidents 
towards Educational Television. 

3. A study to determine the characteristics of the listening audience 
of an educational station, compared with those of average commer¬ 
cial station listeners, with particular reference to community 
opinion leadership roles. 

4. A study to determine the relative utilization of control groups 
of students receiving instructional material, respectively, by 
sight, and by sound. 

5. A study of the control exercised by parents of children between 
the ages of 5 and 10 years old, with regard to the television 
programs viewed by these children. 

6. A study of audio-visual and other equipment available to Minne¬ 
sota schools for the utilization of modem, non-printed instructional 
materials. 

7. A study of the problems involved in instituting a program of instruc¬ 
tion for college credit over educational and commercial television 
facilities, with special reference to University policies and pro¬ 
cedures for selection, administration, production and evaluation 
of such instruction. 

These illustrate a few of the typescof research and experimentation which 

the NAEB has been supporting in recent years, with its research grants-in-aid. 

In this connection, the NAEB's concern for inter-media studies of comparative 

as well as joint uses of television, radio and other media, should also be 

pointed out. Certain schools or institutions have shifed certain courses from 

radio to television, only to shift them back to radio after a year or more of 
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experience as more economical or effective. (See Fact Sheet IV, 4, based on 

Philadelphia Public Schools Annual Report of Television and Radio activities; 

and #11, 5, as attached.) 

"We have also been interested in TV-Radio correlation possibilities (part 

of a course broadcast by TV; part by radio), as illustrated by the TV Program 

Report, No. 5 of January 1956, a copy of which is also attached. The above 

examples will indicate the general interest of the NAEB in comparing the effective 

ness of different media, rather than short-sightedly forcing any given media to 

perform functions for which they may be most inefficient. 

NAEB Research Seminar: 

Upon the urging of educators, research scholars, and broadcasters alike, 

the NAEB held a National Educational Television and Radio Research Seminar at 

the Ohio State University December 9-13, 1957. This meeting was attended by 

individuals in charge of research at the educational TV and radio stations of 

the U.S. More significantly, it was also attended by some twelve distinguished 

American educators concerned with U.S. education broadly, rather than only with 

radio or TV as such, and by the best research scholars we could assemble for 

this basic first such meeting. 

At this seminar the NAEB*s responsibility for helping to meet the need for a 

research coordination center and clearing house not only for the U.S., but also 

to meet international needs, became inescapable. One of the resolutions drafted 

by this Seminar states: 

"N&tionally, an appraisal of the impact of educational broadcasting 
and its role in the total educational picture awaits development of a 
comprehensive, integrated, country-wide research program which can 
be systematically implemented over a period of years. Locally, re¬ 
search personnel connected with educational radio and television 
stations and production agencies face frustrating problems resulting 
rom significant and complex needs on the one hand, and inadequate 

financial and human resources on the other." 
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This Seminar of Research leaders of the U.S. and Canada then called 

upon the NAEB to provide the leadership necessary to meet this need. 

Such activity would involve the coordination and consolidation of the 

results of all studies in closed and open circuit TV and radio; in credit, enrich¬ 

ment, and general adult education; in the impact and effectiveness of various 

types of educational programs by radio and television; in utilization as well as 

in production; in specific techniques and formats as well as in general uses; 

in teacher and administrator problems as well as in programming; and in problems 

and failures as well as successes. 

Initiative as well as coordination was asked of the NAEB. Such a research 

clearing house function as we were called upon to provide would insure that the 

human and financial resources now going into the movement are coordinated 

and reported in clear enough form so they may all be used to best advantage. 

It would also insure that applicable research in related fields (psychology, 

sociology, learning theory, etc.) is reported, distributed and related to that, 

carried on specifically for broadcasting needs, 

A copy of the report of this seminar is expected to be available within a 

few weeks. It will be forwarded at that time. 

It is particularly in this type of clearing house function for the results 

of experimentation and research in television and radio instructional uses, that 

the NAEB feels thd: its already existing structure, organization and experience 

might make it most useful under the National Defense Education Act. 

So far we have been unable to secure funds to meet the need which we have 

been called on to satisfy. This is due, in part, to the reluctance of Foundations 

to supply funds in an area in which .it appears that funds have been specifically 

appropriated by the Congress of the United States. 
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"We should therefore like to discuss with appropriate individuals in the 

U.S. Office of Education the role which the NAE& in view of its qualifications a 

set forth above, might most usefully play in this important effort. 

For that reason no specific request is presented at this time. As a result 

of the discussions we now request#we would hope to find the arrangement, on 

either a contractual or grant-in-aid basis, which would best serve the interests 

envisioned in the National Defense Education Act, and the needs of U.S. 

Education, under the administration .of the U.S. Office of Education. 

We therefore respectfully request a conference in which we might discuss 

steps which should now be taken to put our qualifications and energies at the 

service of the Office of Education, this Act, and U.S. Education, in the most 

efficient and effective way. 

F. E. Schooley, President 
National Association of 
Educational Broadcasters 

14 Gregory Hall 
HJS:jg Urbana, Illinois 

October 24, 1958 
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October 17, 1958 

Mr* Samuel L. Becker 
J4.6U Riverside Drive 
Apartment 6l 
New York 27, New York 

Dear Sam, 

Sorry to take so long getting back to you, but it’s 
been for good reason I think. Ifve passed your 
suggested research plan to a number of our staff 
members and can now come back to you with a group 
reaction rather than mine alone* I*m also enclosing 
a number of very recent commercial study results in 
which I think you* 11 be interested* 

Regarding your co-incidental study proposal, the 
reaction here was very favorable. The specific 
reactions have been obtained from James Robertson, 
Donley Feddersen, and myself. We agree that you 
have outlined very clearly a sensible and very- 
workable research plan. Answering your specific 
questions, (a) yes, we believe most anyone could 
carry out this study using this paper as its sole 
guide; (b) we can think of nothing to add to improve 
It; and (c) we agree that this paper and others like 
it should definitely be made available to educational 
broadcasting stations. 

We would all like to commend your rationale for this 
kind of study in paragraph two of your paper. We 
hope that it will be understood properly and used 
wisely. Regarding our own WTTW use of a telephone 
co-incidental study, however, we all agree here that 
we will probably not get into this in the forseeable 
future. The reason is that we can now beg, borrow, 
or steal identical information, or at least similar 
information from the commercial study people, as you 
know. 

I»m enclosing to you some rather interesting infor¬ 
mation which we have just begged, borrowed, and stolen 
from the commercial study people. Herein you will find 
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our September ARB ratings, a memo describing the 
establishment of our research efforts among all our 
departments, and some figures from both Nielsen and 
ARB on emulative audience data, I wish we could see 
such information from all the educational broadcasting 
stations in the country. This information is available 
and it takes only a little local digging to get at it 
and for the purposes you described in the second parsu- 
graph of your paper we consider it most valuable. 

Good luck in your new undertakings in New York, and 
I hope the rest of the NAEB people will take to your 
paper as well as we have. 

Sincerely, I / 
L. C v/ol W 

Chalmers Marquis 
Director of Development 

CM/pa 
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MEKORAKDtM 

TO; The Staff FRCM; Chalmers Marquis . 

DATE: October 10, 1956 

SUBJECT: TV and ST? eseareh 

The Development Department will from now -on maintain for 

research* We will also circulate monthly memos detailing any new research 

available as well as full monthly WTTW pro: ’am a . c« rati sf*. All this 

material will be put at your disposal on a ^library" basis - to be used, but 

to be returned when you have finished with it* 

To implement this undertalcl. pi . ase toward to me any 

research reports you may now have, and ox which you are not now in urgent 

need* If you must now keep certain important studies, send me a note 

telling me what it is you have so we T11 know where it is* 

Much has been learned about every phase of Tv and .especially 

ETV by us and others in the past few years* With this new 'Centralised file, 

we hope to keep you abreast of these findings* 



MEMORANDUM 

TO? Dr© John Taylor 
Executive Director 

FROMs Chalmers Marquis 
Director of Program Development 

REs LATEST AUDIENCE REPORTS DATE? September 26, 19$S 

As you requestedd here are current cumulative local audience figures as 
reported by A0 C© Nielsen and the American Research Bureau? 

A• 7USjUlO homes now reached every month by WTTW programs © 
rXatesFTT C0 Nielsen figures quoted directly from 
national NCS//3 Study just released) 

At 2 viewers (usually more) per home, these figures 
show at least a million and a half viewers per month© 
(This is over 305Tliigher" tfSa 1^6 audience as reported 
in A© 0© Nielsen NCS#2 Study©) 

Bo Average home viewing WTTW programs watches 2©57 program®, 
or 80©63 minutes, per week© (Special report to WTTW by 
American Research Bureau « second only to Nielsen in 
research field©) 

C© WTTW programs now reach 16 counties in Illinois* Wisconsin, 
Indiana, and Michigan© "Reach" means 10% or more of the 
TV homes in the county view station monthly© (From Nielsen 
Study NCS#3, quoted above©) 



October 16,, 1956 
p- 

To* The Staff 

From* Development Department 

Here are the September WTTW audience ratings compiled by the diary surveys of the 
American Research Bureau for the week of September 7-13, 1958. Sample sises 33? 
W homes• For our purpose* consider 1.0 = 26*000 TV homes * 52*000 viewers, 

11 Frio Septo Mon® Sept* 8 Tues. Sept. 9 Wed. Sept. 10 Thurs* Sept. 

*4*00 0 0 0 0 

lt:15 0 0 0 0 

l*s30 0 0 0 0 

5 too o9 .6 0 *3 

5 s 15 o9 .6 0 .3 
5*30 o 6 o9 ®3 »3 

5*1(5 .6 *6 o3 o3 

6*00 o3 *3 .3 0 

6(15 o3 .3 o3 0 

6*30 .6 0 .6 °3 

6 81(5 06 0 .6 o3 

7 sOO 1.5 0 lo2 0 

7*15 1*8 0 1.2 0 

700 .6 .3 2.14 1.2 

7?i*5 .6 ®3 2*1* 1.2 

8*00 0 lo5 1.8 .6 

8*15 0 1.5 1.8 .6 

8*30 2ol ,9 o9 1.2 

8*145 2*1 .9 o9 1.2 

9*00 1.2 1*8 o 9 *3 
9*15 *9 1.8 .6 *3 

.9*30 1.5 .6 .6 ®6 

9d6 1.2 .6 ,6 .6 

10 s 00 0 .3 0 0 

10s 15 0 1.2 0 0 

10?30 0 1.2 0 •3 

10*1*5 0 0 0 •3 

112 00 0 0 0 06 

11:15 

Notes 

0 

No daily data 

0 0 

available before iisGO p.m0 

o3 

0 

0 

0 
,6 

06 
0 

*6 

o3 

»3 

,6 

*6 

1.2 

1.2 

1.5 

1.5 

.9 

<>9 

o 9 

lo2 

1.5 

.9 

o9 

o3 

c6 

c6 

.6 

0 

0 

12 

0 



MEMORANDUM 

TO* The Staff FROM : Chalmers Marquis 

DATE: October 10, 1956 

SUJJECTs Latest A*Co Nielsen Cumulative TV Audience Figures 

Every two years., A.C, Nielsen does area studies for all major 
TV markets • These studies meausre the extent, to which stations are viewed 
at least once a day* week* and month, without regard to particular program 
viewing. The figures are considered highly valid statistically* based on 
meter reports, interviews, and mail samplings, and are the nationally accepted 
basic audience report* 

This year, during the spring, another such study (XS #3) was 
done* Here are the just-published - and confidential - results summarized 
as they pertain to WTTW* 

1. Total homes in area: 2,116,600 

2o Percentage having TV 91c5 per cent 

3. Counties viewing WTTW once a month in at least 
10 per cent of the homes 18* 

k. Total number of TV homes reached by WTTW per month 
within the 18 county area 788,250 

Percentage of total TV homes reached by WTTW monthly ipl per cent 

5. Total number of area WTTW TV homes reached weekly 1*83,1*70 

Percentage of WTTW TV homes reached weekly 25 per cent 

6. Total WTTW TV homes reached nightly 130,51*0 

Percentage of TV homes reached by WTTW nightly 7 per cent 

7. Total WTTW TV homes increase over 1956 A.C0 Nielsen 
NCS #2 study 33 ol* per cent 

^Illinois: Cook, DeKelb, DuPage, Grundy, Kane, Kankakee, Kendall, Lake, 
LaSalle, McHenry, Will. 

Indiana? Jasper, Lake, LaPorte, Newton, Porter, Starke. 
Wisconsin; Kenosha 



CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 

IN 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 

State of California 

University of California 
and United States Department 
of Agriculture, cooperating 

University of California 
Agricultural Extension Service 

140 GIANNINI HALL 
BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA 

October 22, 1958 

Mr. Samuel L. Becker, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
c/o National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
Ik Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Becker: 

The Agricultural Extension Service of the University of California 
is beginning a statewide coordinated Home Economics Educational 
Television Program. We are very interested in developing some 
studies to measure effectiveness of several different approaches. 

Would you please send me any information which you may have con¬ 
cerning Grants-in-Aid for Educational Broadcasting Research? 

Sincerely, 

Laura Cooley 
State Home Advisor 



October 29* 1958 

!&»» Laura Coolay 
Agrlct&iwraX Extendon Service 
ttoiv^rglty of CcOjfbrrii&^„ xhQ Giannini TfoTQ. 
&nta»lsy> b# GtiUJte&la 

;%ar Utas (fcflflAp’f 

I beltara t!iat the bent infbmrbiosi mhich X oar* 
S9CT& tc yotsr about the ?t&HB Cteate-ti^Aid prograa 
wrjOd be 3» ih© .in om of our 

ayfioo'jsnoeroafxt^ of the propose* of gilrtft* 
X ham nom on hand but tsa hawing our IMtamtav 

in Whsm* Illinois ®m& am to you* 

apee&fiia 
XT you hap* kScstsc question* after having read the 
aumsMenent# X vlXX be traits ha|)$$r to try to mnrwsr 
tlkffii for you* Au you probabV tortf* ear gmfto mxr 
cca^., . .ratiwly aaoLX but xw bep« to \iae tlM tc cad 
sea® ir^hmtire stolies &# vm lisore *.te» In the pe»t* 
be are file&sod to m* ,w interest in broadcast 
reseaxdte and in the HASH* 

^inoarely 

ocs He* Hinny itamia 
Smtuidb* lUraotiMi 
BAKE 
Hi Gregory K&D. 
tfetafeift * Illinois 



October 22, 19£8 

Dear Haxrys 

Tills will bo a rather hurried exposition of the conference on inplmcmtatton 
of Title VII but I believe that there is little tine to waste* I think that 
the IWSB should act m quickly m possible to get a proposal into the works# 
fho;/ have all of this money (Plough only % million rather than 3 million for, 
the first year we discovered at the last moment* 3 million were auitaorised 
in the facilitating 1 egirlation — however, only 1/2 of tIds was appropriated* 
1 learned sonethlag new about tlio way in whlflh government operates, interesting 
that it was the former rather than the latter figure which received the 
pdbliKity*) :s I was saying, they have all of this money and they want to 
be sure and get ■ it spent by June or tlrny have little chanco of getting th© 
$ million for next year* Also# toy want to give mm of their first grants 
to projects which have some assurance of success and imblicity value — 
againp to help insure the 5~xaillion for the following year* I was quit© 
impressed by Bay Kail* I believe 'that he wants to really put this money 
into the sort of research which will best further cur Jo pledge about 
education — but I think that the above is a hard fact which he faces in 
to first year or two of the program. 

I had lunch with Boy yesterday <md told him that the MASS wanted to help in 
the program in sny way which ho felt was needed* I noted particularly 
the organization's experience in running seminars and woikshops and its 
experience in the clearing !louse sort of tiling — distribution of research 
infomation or findings, etc* I also talked about tho ready-»mdo commotion 
it already has with all of the aducational radio and television stations 
and riost of the closod^ireuit operations* Frankly, I got naxy a rise from 
him with any of tills bait — oven after I told hm that wo would so© that 
he got a personal copy of our research sendnar report and the fact sheets 
which we have distributed# (This last business v;a» Dick Hall's idea — and 
I think it a good one. Dick feels that the ItABB should toiediatoly get a 
complete file of the facb~sheeteand have thorn bound with hard covers and 
adboseed with aonethlng suck as “Bsrsonal copy for use of Dr* lay Hall* 
Dick thinks tot tills sort of gesture is quite important -** mid tot the 
organissaiion sliould go all out cm it*) hnyv^y. Hall - (Be must be quite' 
a poker player — pl^rs a cool hand and hides Ids cards close to his belly.) 
Hall in.dcaifed that Stone5 s |yrfjmxp function would be the clearLng-liouse 
function. Whether tide lets trie 11MB out completely, he did not say — but 
held out no encouragement. I think you ought to ccotitiuo to f#llow up on 
it however* He had to specific tilings which he finally told me tlmt he 
would like the KAHB to do. Both are research projects for which formal 
proposals should be rmdo if you want to do then. Ih© first was to discover 

tlio Modes to acceptance of tlio new media. The second project# which I boliove 
tlmt the 1IAEB is far more able to do, is to do research aimed at discovering 
the best kinds of equipment, production, perfonianco, etc* for instruction^, 
broadcasting * I believe tlmt by calling upon tlio meiiiership of the UAE8# using 
the pooled experience which this represents, w© have a hell of a start on this 
latter project alreaty* W siiggostiaa would b© an immediate proposal in this 
direction. This would provide them with some helpful materials which they could 
distribute early and thus show Congress that they arc already helping tlio 
schools* (This last Hoy did not say, but I would guess tlmt it is in the back 
of hie mind.) 

This last sotfrids as though I trail trying to psychoanalyse Hall-which is 
correct# especially after he started to feel mo out on whether I was interested 
in becoming Director of the Title VII program — a result, I gator, of your 
putting a bug in his oar* Thin came as quite a surprise to no* Fortunately# 
ho did not want an ievaedtato answer* This is for next June — if at all* 
®ils gives ise plenty of tire to think- give me southing to cogitate on 
at ni$vt ton I cannot sleep —* and it will ’probably b© to thing vArlch 
keeps m from sleeping. What do you think of the idea? 



(2) 

I mist say that Hall won ry respect at this nesting. Thor© were pressures 
from iaanar there to w this program far a®y from research, lie resisted 
those admirably. As a matter of fact# I bol±©v© that he would like to make 
tills core research oriented than the bill will really allow Mr to do. 
ikiyray, tills is a thing to keep in mind in the UAEB dealings with him. 

This moating presented many opportunities for ps cho-annlysie of interesting 
reactions * l iich dsfensiveneos —— ©specially on the part of John Scanlon of 
the tm -— and «?© of the people representing teaehorfs colleges# Hie 
DA.VX people wore not completely happy either. bish yon could ham witnessed 
all of tide — interesting spectacle of each of the bested interests vising 
to make it easier to get their hands on this money — but none wanting to 
seen too overt about it* Scanlon eonstoatly wanted to remind erntyono that 
the rm has already gotten most of the tnemrs. I thought that Kan Harwood 
acquittal the IU$& quite well with ids report — in spite of the loos 
of j&yeteiX might — he threw i#mt he hod around quite well and did a good 
job. Our jCHend X’oefcey was one of the mm influential people at this 
meeting. Behan of Perm II. probably ran him a close second. 

So wadh for the gossip# newr on to acre business. Hi® Dept of Bd is supposed 
to sond you a batch of tho lotto' inviting research requests whieh you 
cai forward on to all H4B3 morijoro. They prcb^bly will not ©Ml you enough 
but you ham their pomission to delicate it 1f neeesemy* (I assume Uxat 
you already haem on© copy.) 

Thera wore a nuabor of cnaggestione for pmssll which, were n--.de at 
the v meeting. I SOI would not octsali himself moh but I believe that the 
foU^ing poijntoi are considered Jhfwtant by hist 

1*. The research proposal ahoaM be aimed at anspmsring a sigirliicant 
educational problem — it sltould deal with eentraX odadltibnaT ; 
.natters. 

2. Research should promise a conceptual leap in how students loam. 
(There ms constant talk of a fW©^te-4duPou^ ? in our knoSBedge. 
Again# 1 tlank this is Important for future dealing© with Congress.) 

3. Ideally# research projects should grow out of something which theec 
proposing it are already doing. 

li. m the research proposal#. It is important to stor that it is a 
cooperative off©rt of Tocision maker© and vesearchere — rather tlian 
sis-ply one or tho other- decision makers who should know their 
goals* and problems# researchers who can do a good job of testing 
Mother the goals fir© achieved. 

5* 3h the proposal# b© sure to include a rational© for wly It Is important 
to research the particular prbblan proposed* 

I realise that all of these do not pertain to th© etox&es Hall suggested 
for the KA31B# but they dhould bo kept in tdxtd* 

By the may# 1 m& enclosing the vouchors. 1 took ®y oarf I h op© that that is 
all right* ' % doing this# anti adding % mDes of driving# I avoided iaeqlni^its* 
hotel MIX# I slept in Baltimore T&th sobs© frixsnds. Dmn without th© ; 
savings on hotel bill# this && only &Li|$it2y more than plane far© would ham 
\mm, to esy no-thing of cabs to and from airports* or lirwuaines. A njr-oy# 
anything which cm feel should not be allowed# just strike off the voucher* 
t h d planned to pay for the trip# as you know# so it was groat news to 
find that tine IIAE8 tod willing 'to pay for ©van part of it. 

I think that* s about it. If there is other tfifanoatl on whicli you want# 
please let me know. How what??? 

Best 

Samel L. Booker 
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October 13, 19$8 

Dr. Ken Kager 
Radio Station KUOW 
University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Ken, 

Thanks very much for the abstract of your study that was 
forwarded to me by Harry Skomia, and congratulations on 
having produced what appears to be some very good work. I 
hope to be able to feature a few of your results during a 
little talk that I am to give at the HAKB Convention on 
Wednesday of this week in Omaha. 

You may be interested in comparing your results with 
those of Don C. Winston, "Study of a Specialized PM Radio 
Audience," Journalism Quarterly, 32 ii* 14894*90, Fall, 19££. 
Winston reported studyof hYrn audience of KFFA, Berkeley. 

Very best personal wishes to you. 

Cordially, 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman 
Department of Tele comraunications 

air mail 

Dr, Harry Skornia 
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:r* ^rlaad Cyery 
Ltfrewrtear of Yl®w&mh 
£ktes&lonal MMvLs&on. and Sadi© (Muter 
2320 laahfcmw kvmtm 
Mm Alter* ICUd&gatt 

iter T^rs 

Itenk you way wash for ytep invitation to participate in your 
tenter ecmferrae* I wold lite to tote part but 1 m 

&£raM that I sant page this on© up# ia spite of ny sincere 
eageocnosti to talk about that*'things* te are «Kpteting mr 
third child In January and the doctor has Sjg&e&tsd that it 
night arriw quito a hit early* Blnee X «a alre&$r os^ittod 
to being ®$®r pvt of ?tetaimr# X really fool that X oteuld 
rmadja bare to hold Bathes hand and to tides ears of our otter 
cMXdren* Jnst in case* If X ©an ho of w assistance £Tm 
bore* pleas* fool free to call span »* 

Iterd an intimating Idea the other day etutah I fool night be 
useful to tte ri«*a£er*J of e&ttafclonal television nod radio 
stations* Mbap* It could ho passed m to *w» at this 
nesting* ho has® a snail jjroup of mstdmms md protmnxmsl 
people '#10 asset 1mm mmrf t*o )teks to talk about mass ^ 
cosMnications resooteh* Or* of the part&nipiilbs is Gilbert 
:.Mlde0* A nook ago ftridny he talked about one ex the idmns 
b e hm tel viiich is aom to be adopted by 'SUB m Seattle* 
X feel it woK&d be aw® tetter for creational ertatiana* 
Xte idea is an on-ii^xir pmgran in «hiak a group of c&tlaaas «— 
different once each 'Paflic *— facet with, as©® of the ststate 
imnagetebt and talk, about tte station* s progiw and pspgpet 
polloy* lltsters or- listeners can ask v% Ida station mm this 
or that or it does net do masthing slea. this sort of thing 
lias rmy advantages* First of all# won can ©ate your audience 
feel ®re a part of the station lit this way. Hot only can those 
vhe partlciimte feel this my but# by inviting letters from other 
visr-sarB and listeners to bo «w*wi am the air# mmmm in the 
aucEence can be aerie to fool a vital part of the station# 
'teondly# this given immgmnnt a chance to state its point of 
view aod to clear *$> many lltilM&idarBtood factor in bawedtestdi^ - 
©specialty e& ucational bmutesting* JOte* by eetesfcf&g p inion 
loaders in the eetaas&ty to participate on aope of the prqgsone* 
e&tli&onal interoat ’in and audience for tte station ca n be 
temSUspedU'. Mi in addition to all of this# X think that tio 
Station MaageaKmt aS#t oven learn ecsaathlag ftea this tolbmal 
©art of distmssto vdM\ ariber» of H» eadlmce# ®*t do ym thliact 

Agpdiu X .« VBsy ©ony that X idLH not be hhle to teke tiio neoting# 
'mxhi love to co:ac to ito Vrbor ngelA# ^uch for thinking 

of ©a* 
Giucoroly 

M U Bccfer 
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TV er in Revealing 

Data on Patterns 
Chicago, Nov, 18. 

Windy City educational channel, 
WTTW, recently completed a study 
of ita audience size and makeup, 
and the result* are fairly surpris¬ 
ing, considering that for budgetary 
reasons It promotes itself solely in 
program listings. 

Some statistics in brief: the sta¬ 
tion finds It serves 750,000 people 
per week in its 18-county apan; 
reaches 1,500,000 homes per month; 
get* to 4% of the total tv popula¬ 
tion daytimes and 7% at night; and 
is tuned In at some time during 
an average month by 42% of the 
tv homes. 

Though, on the face of It, statis¬ 
tics such as these can have little 
value to a station that does not 
accept advertising, they have 
proved helpful to WTTW fund¬ 
raisers in the station’s latest drive, 
especially with those head-scratch- 
ers who had to be shown that the 
station has an audience. The fig¬ 
ures also serve to gauge the worthi¬ 
ness of some shows, and in the 

j case of courses for credit a cost- 
| per-thousand can determine wheth¬ 
er it is cheaper to beam the subject 

| on the air or teach it in classrooms. 
WTTW can’t afford to subscribe 

to any of the rating services but 
has found the Nielsen and ARB 
offices here helpful in connection 
with their study. Also it has been 
possible for the statisticians mak¬ 
ing the study to swipe a glance at 
rating books at other stations, so 
as a WTTW spokesman described 
it, the study was “our best gue^.s 

j based or available information.“ 
Among the sources was the Niel¬ 
sen Are* Coverage Study No. 3. 

{Ir the rating nooks of ARB and 
• Nielsen, the educational station 
j usually found itself represented as 
I“Other ‘ 

f^SOETf 

Wednesday, November }<*, 1958 

Unlike entertainment - seeking | 
audiences, WTTW’s viewers, ac-1 
cording to the study, dial in on a 
per-show basis and seldom are 
hooked by adjacencies. Station is 
actually trying to encourage this 
kind of viewing and is promoting 
itself as a library” of the air. 
Based on ARB statistics. WTTW | 
finds that an average of 2 57 pro- , 
grams are watched per week by i 
persons who watch the station at 
all. Translated into minutes, it 
comes to an average of 80.63 over 
the week. 

Average audience share has been 
determined at 1.5-2%. Best rated j 
shows get around 100.000 viewers ! 
lowest rated (the tv college courses’ I 
mainly) play to around 15,000. ! 
Show s are not necessarily watched j 
by the intellectual elite, and there ! 
seems tc he no predominance of! 
any /single income level. 

Realizing that it can only excite I 
an educational motive in a fraction ! 
of the populace and that some j 
people will not be reached at all1 
by an educational channel, WTTW ! 
aspires to get one- or two-program J 
visitations per week by two-thirds I 
of the population in its area. 

Studies made by other educa - 
tional stations point up the pattern j 
that audiences increase every addi- '< 
tionai year the station is on the ' 
air. The gray-matter channels in 
Boston. Pittsburgh St Louis, San i 
Francisco, Houston. Minneapolis ! 
and Chicago “look” alike, using ap¬ 
proximately the same program , 
ming, and find their audiences act- j 
mg alike Rate oi audience gain 
at each station with each new year I 
roughly coincides with the rate of i 
gain at the other educational sta-! 
tions. recent studies have found. 1 



APPLICATION TO THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, U. S* OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, FOR FUNDS TO SUPPORT 

A PROJECT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE VII OF THE NATIONAL 
DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF 1958 (P,L. 85-86U) 

Submitted by: 

Address: 

Telephone Number: 

Initiated by: 

Transmitted by: 

Date: 

The National Association of Educational Broadcasters 

lU Gregory Hall, Urbana, Illinois 

EMpire 7-6611, Ext* 339U 

Sam L. Becker, Chairman, NAEB Research Committee 

Frank E. Schooley, President 

November 21, 1958 

I* Project Title, Collection, analysis and distribution of summary 

results of research and experimentation in instructional uses of television 

and radio* 

II, Problem, The rapid increase in the use of television and radio for 

instructional purposes in recent years has all too often been guided by 

trial and error. The exchange of information among the various educational 

institutions and systems utilizing instructional television and radio has 

been a problem which is not yet adequately solved. The result is that many 

studies, and errors, have been repeated and duplicated with great loss of 

time, energy and money. Although many research projects have been under¬ 

taken on the subject of television and radio utilization, the resultant 

findings and data have not been broadly evaluated or given the widespread 

distribution which is urgently needed. 

Other than the modest efforts of the NAEB and other organizations 

listed on the next page, all of which have been hampered by inadequate 

financing, there has been no current central "clearing house" for such 

research findings. Yet, if summaries could be adequately catalogued in 
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easily understandable form and distributed properly, much wasted effort, 

or lack of initiative, could have been prevented and better education 

for the students involved could have resulted* There are now 238 edu¬ 

cational radio and television stations operating in the U. S., of which 

16k are FM radio, 39 AM radio and 35> television. Of this number 6h of 

the educational FM stations and all of the television stations have gone 

on the air since 19!?2. In the last few years some 200 closed circuit 

television installations have also been developed to experiment with, 

and later to use, television as an instrument of direct instruction and 

education. 

Present indications are that this rapid expansion will continue for 

several years. It is vital that research findings be made readily avail¬ 

able to these existing installations and those up-coming, as well as to 

administrators, boards of education and teacher groups in order to insure 

responsible uses of television and radio as instructional tools. 

III. Objectives. To make available to appropriate educators and 

educational broadcasters known data on the effectiveness of television 

and radio as instructional devices, including research findings on which 

types of subject matter may be most, and least, effectively taught by 

these media and how best to use the media to achieve maximum benefits 

from them in order to contribute most responsibly to American education 

needs. 

IV. Other Related Research. 

NAEB EDUCATIONAL TV AND RADIO RESEARCH FACT SHEET SERVICE - brief 
digests of educational broadcasting research as indicated in 
VII 2, below. 

AUDIO-VISUAL COMJNICATIONS REVIEW «■ publishes some reports of 



research in the instructional uses of television and radio. 
The KAES Executive Director is a member of the editorial 
board of consultants of this publication. 

DEPARTMENT DF AGRICULTURE summaries such as Federal Extension 
Service Circular No. $lh9 AN ANNOTATED BIBLICGRAPHT, by 

Lucinda Crile» 

AGRISEARCH - reports on research, primarily in agricultural commu- 

nic ations (NPAC)• 

AN INVENTORY OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION RESEARCH - prepared by 
Hideya Kumata, College of Communications Arts, Michigan State 
University. An annotated bibliography of pertinent research 
in the field, as prepared in cooperation with the NAEB at 
the University of Illinois, and published by the ETRC. 

INVENTORY-OF EDUCATIONAL RADIO RESEARCH - now in preparation by 
Kenneth Harwood, chairman. Department of Telecommunications, 
University of Southern California. A comprehensive biblio¬ 
graphy of research in the field to be jointly published by 

the NAEB and the NPAC. 

V. Procedure. 

a. General Method: Presently available research studies, and the 

results of research and experiments which will become available in 

the future, will be carefully studied and analyzed by competent researcher 

Careful, non-1echnical,and readily understandable, digests of these 

research results will be printed and distributed broadly to educators 

and educational broadcasters. 

b. Data: No actual original data will be gathered. Rather the results 

of completed surveys will be gathered, organized and analyzed. Efforts 

will be made to accumulate research findings reporting on such problems 

as (the following are merely representative): 

1, Effectiveness of television and radio as teaching devices. 

2. Production problems peculiar to television and radio programs 

designed for in-school use. 



3# Inadequacies of television end/or radio to successfully 

teach certain types of subject matter. 

ho Administrative problems connected with the use of television 

and radio for direct instruction. 

Curriculum implications of the use of television and radio. 

6. Impact and effect upon the learning process of the students 

involved. 

7. Obstacles to acceptance of television and radio as new media. 

8. Technical problems of equipment, acoustics and related condi¬ 

tions. 

c. Methods of statistical or other analysis: As indicated in Section 

Va above, a careful analysis will be made of the studies collected (on 

a continuing basis) and results will be compared carefully in order to 

make all possible information available in the most compact and concise 

form possible. The research digests will point out, and attempt to 

explain logically where possible, similarities and differences among 

the various studies of the same problem. Cross references will be 

made to past and concurrent studies. 

d. Approximate time schedule: It Is anticipated that this will be an 

on-going project extending over a three-year period. Limited efforts, 

on an extremely limited budget and distribution basis, have already 

been made (see section VII below) by this Association. Therefore, 

the full-scale assumption of this project should be accomplished in 

minimum time. Many research studies are already in hand and a concen¬ 

trated effort to obtain many more will be made as soon as money is 

available to permit such an extensive undertaking. Analysis and digest 



preparation could begin almost immediately after the proper staff 

personnel are hired. This should be accomplished within 60 - 90 

days after the receipt of the grant. Within 30 days thereafter the 

first comprehensive digests should be ready and these would be pub¬ 

lished at monthly intervals through the three-year life of the grant, 

(Tentative Beginning Date - April 1, 193>9; Ending Date - March 31, 

1962). 
e. Expected end-product: Monthly, comprehensive digests of research 

findings in the instructional utilization of television and radio, in 

sn easily readable and readily understandable form, A well informed 

body of educators and educational leaders, regarding uses of radio and 

TV for instruction. Also a revision of the present NAEB RADIO AND 

TELEVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY first published in 19# by the NAEB. 

f. Publication plans: Each monthly digest would be published in 

printed form, with an annual index, which would make them into a 

permanent record of instructional broadcasting research in the U. S, 

and other nations, 

VI. Personnel. While it is impossible to name the actual person 

who would direct this project, since it has not been possible without 

the necessary funds to discuss it with prospects, it is anticipated 

that someone will be employed as director of this project of the 

caliber of Dr, Charles Osgood, Director, or Dr, Dallas W. Smythe, 

research professor of communications and Acting Director, of the 

Institute of Communications Research, University of Illinois, Dr, 

Smythe has previously conducted exhaustive studies for the Association 

(see section VII below). One or possibly two young research scholars 
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would be employed to assist the director of the project* The project 

personnel will be assisted by the NAEB Headquarters Staff and the NAE3 

Research Committee which has worked on this and similar broadcasting 

research problems for a number of years* 

VII. Fac* Titles* The National Association of Educational Broad¬ 

casters is the most logical organization to undertake an important 

project of this nature for several reasons: 

1* As the professional association of educational television and 

radio stations, production centers, closed circuit installa¬ 

tions and the men and women engaged in these activities, 

the Association is in an excellent position to gather the 

research findings now in existence and to be done in the 

future* Its contacts with educators, educational broadcasters 

and other professional associations are excellent. Since the 

Association itself does not have production or experimental 

facilities of any kind, it is only in this type of national 

clearing house, coordination and professional development 

capacity that it feels qualified to contribute to the imple¬ 

mentation of the National Defense Education Act* 

2. On a limited scale, and with an extremely small budget, the 

NAEB has for the past four years published brief monthly 

digests of educational broadcasting research* This project 

would be an expansion of an on-going project which cannot 

progress beyond its present state and reach the many educators 

who need these materials, without additional financial assis¬ 

tance, 
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3* The national headquarters of the Association are located at 

the University of Illinois and the Association would enjoy 

the cooperation of the outstanding Institute of Communications 

Research at the University* 

I4. Several years ago the Association conducted the only exhaustive 

monitoring studies that have ever been done in this country, 

as follows: 

NEW YORK TELEVISION - A comprehensive study of the programs 
carried by New York City television stations during the 
period January 1; - 10, 1951 and January U - 10, 1952, con¬ 
ducted by Dallas Smythe* 

LOS ANGEIES TEIEVISION - A similar study of Los Angeles TV 
programs during the period May 23 - 29, 1951, conducted by 
Dallas Smyths and Angus Campbell (Director, Survey Research 
Center and professor of psychology and sociology. University 

of Michigan)* 

CHICAGO SUMMER TELEVISION - A similar study of Chicago TV 
programs, August 5, 1951, conducted by Donald Horton, Hans 
Mauksch and Kurt Lang (all of the University of Chicago), 
in cooperation with the National Opinion Research Center* 

NEW HAVEN TELEVISION - A similar study of New Haven TV 
programs. May 15 - 21, 1952, conducted by Dallas Smythe* 

THREE YEARS OF NEW YORK TELEVISION - A comparative study of 
New York TV programs, January h - 10, 1953, with those for 
the same period in 1951 and 1952 (see first study above), 
conducted by Dallas Smythe* 

FOUR YEARS OF NEW YORK TELEVISION - A study of New York TV 
programs, January 2£ - 31, 195U, compared with the three 
previous years, conducted by H. H. Remmers (Purdue Opinion 

Panel). 

£* In December, 1957, the NAEB held the first comprehensive 

seminar on research in educational broadcasting to be held 

in the U. S* This seminar brought together persons engaged 

in educational broadcasting research and outstanding educators 



and research personnel* This group studied intensively 

the present status of educational broadcasting research 

and discussed the future role that such research might 

well take* This group indicated, in its recommendations 

(contained in the Seminar Report, already forwarded), that 

dissemination and coordination of educational broadcasting 

research is essential to prevent duplicated effort and to 

present data and information which would be essential guidance 

to institutions entering the field of educational broadcastings, 

6* Other research qualifications of the NAEB are outlined in 

the Proposal forwarded by the Association on October 2lj. 

VIII* Duration* This project is to run three years from the 

date the grant is awarded* 



Budget and Financing 

IZo Budget* 

— 
Federal Institution 

Funds or Agency 

Category Requested Funds 

~~-1- 2 
. j— 

Personnel: See footnote 

Project Director (full-time, $16,000 per 
$ 1*8,000* 00 year for three years) 

Research Scholars (one full-time, $6,000 
per yearj one half-time, $3,000 per 
yearj both for three years) 27,000*00 

Secretary (full-time, $U,000 per year 
for three years) 12,000.00 

Services: 
Obtaining research studies & materials 
Publication & distribution of digests 

3,000*00 

and bibliographies 30,000*00 

SuppllQs & Materials 
Other: 

7,300.00 

Travel 6,000.00 

Sub-total {Direct Cost) S133,i>OO.o0 
Indirect Cost 20,000.00 

TOTAL COST (ALL YEARS) astSo'oToTS 
Footnote: Although no specific matching' 1’Un'ds are listed/salary "equiva- 
lents and other contributions of NAEB staff and committee members are 
expected to amount to some 030,000.00, as resources not charged for* 

X, Other Support* a. There is currently no support available from 

other sources for this project, nor has this proposal been submitted to any 

other agency or organization. 

b. This is not an extension of nor addition to a previous project 

supported by the Office of Education* 

XIo Estimated Cost by Fiscal Year. 

Category 
-1- 

Federal Institution 
Funds' or Agency 

Requested Funds 
'2 ' ." 

Fiscal Year 1939 
Fiscal Year i960 
Fiscal Year 1961 
Fiscal Year 1962 

TOTAL COAT (ALL YEARS) 

$ 13,000.00 
5o,ooo0oo 
50,000c00 

$oo«oo 
$133^ 33oToo 

XXI* Duration* Beginning date - April 1, 1939, Ending date •* March 31, 1962 

HEH/Ho’S/SJ.B/FES/ cmc 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

WHA-TV 
Madison, Wisconsin 

November 26, 1958 

Mr* Sam Becker 
Director, Divison of Television, Radio, Film 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

I am writing to ask you to serve as Chairman of the 
NAEB Research Committee for 1959. You did a first- 
rate job before and we want you to continue. 

Fot> the rest of the Committee I am proposing: Ken Har¬ 
wood, "Hacantor, Hideya Kumata, Irv MerriSrl, John Ellery,*^ 
Dallas Smjjthe, and Bruce WesJOey. 

Sighbert at Purdue is another possiblity, though I didn’t 
want to get the group too large. 

Reactions, please. 

William G. Harley 
Director, Region III 

WGH:mgy 
cc: Harry Skornia 
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Director of Radio and TV 

wayne state university - detroit 2, michigan 

— 
Lee S. Dreyfus 

December 17, 1958 Director of Radio and TV 

Dr. Samuel L. Becker, Director 
Radio-TV Center 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Sam: 

I should like you to know 
how pleased I am to have a copy of your report on 
telephone survey techniques. It is a very nice bit 
of work, and I am making it required reading in certain 
classes and for all graduate students. 

Reports of your activities 
reach me from time to time, and I do wish that you would 
slow down to a gallop. You111 soon force me into an 
"I knew him when” position—and Ifm much too young for 
that. 

moment. More anon. 
Do write when you have a 

Cordially, 

JBE/km 

ohn B. Ellery 
iirector 
Ladio-TV Research 



OEPARTMEN 1 OF 

IETALTH. EDUCATION. AND WEL> <f 

i: ft ice or tour a i \ 

OFC 2 2. l-'5» 
Dr. Sam L. Becker 
Chairman, NAEB Research Committee 
National Association of 

Educational Broadcasters 
Urbans, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Becker. 

The Advisory Committee on New Educational Media, established 

under provision# set forth in Title VII of the National Defense 
Education Act (P.irr 85-864), was eonvwnwd by .aAnesi >signer Derthick 
for tbe first time in Washington, D. Co on December 17 - 18, 1958o 
At this meeting, the Committee developed and epprtved s basic state¬ 
ment of policy., program, and procedures as well as a plan for initial 
dissemination activities to be supported by contracts during the 
current fiscal year. The Committee also reviewed ail proposals for 
research and experimentation which bad been received on date. 

The nature of the policies and procedures adopted by the 

Committee are such that the Committee has decided u postpone 
awarding gxante-in-aid for research and experimentation until its 
next meeting to be held in Washington, March 5 - 60 1959. Some 
proposals already submitted may require minor modifications, mostly 
in regard to listing of budget items. All proposals reviewed to 
data will be carried forward. Proposals may be rev tied by any insti¬ 
tution as desired In accordance with instructions which will be 
mailed shortly. The final deadline for submitting new or revised 
proposals for considetation by the Committee #t the March meeting is 

February 1, 1959. 

The Office of Education is very grateful to all those who have 
expressed interest in the Title VII Program and wishes further to 
express its deep appreciation for the many suggestions and generous 

offart of assistance it has received. 

Follow-up material giving full details regarding specific 
procedures tc be foLlowed when submitting or revising epplicstions 
for research grants according to policies and prc'itdjres now established, 

will be mailed tc you within a few day*. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth D. Norberg 
Program Consultant 
New Educational Media 
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December 8, 195& 

Br« Kenneth B* teberg 
Program Ccasoltaat 
New Educational ifedia 
Department of Healthy Education 
and Welfare 

Office of Education 
Washington 25$ D# C. 

Dear Dr* Ncrbsrgs 

Aa per your request ‘to Bra Sess Backer, w© as*® enclosing 10 additional copies 
of the proposs! submitted on November 21 fear the collection, analysis end 
distribution of siOTsry results of resasaroh and ©aqperSmsntstion In lasts?*ac¬ 
tional uses of television and radio*. 

Also attaobed are 10 additional copies cf as? proposal® of November 24 and 
25, on the eseusa^fcioa that tea additional eepise of each of these era also 
required* 

Also being sent separately ere 30 copies of our October 24 document which 
was sent before we had received word that proposals should be submitted in 
20 copiess the number used for submission of the three proposals sent in 
November* 

If there ere any other materials needed, we shall be most happy to provide 
them* 

W© regretted your inability to meet with us at Aim Arbor last week, but 
understand the great pressures which now are years* W© wore moat grateful 
that Dr* Stone was able to be with us. W© hope our resources and experience 
may b© helpful to ym in the administration of this Act, and hope you will 
call on us fat any help w© can provide* 

Ths delay in getting these to you was occasioned by the fact that the letters 
to tiis respective corsilttee chairmen were forwarded directly to them* If it 
would not cause your office undue inconvenience, we should like to request 
that correspondence cm all proposals be addressed to this office as the central 
office for coordinating all NAEB activities under the National Defense Education 
Act* I hope the delay this first time will not preclude our consideration in 



iOs?® Health D» $is?fcsg?g Ifcaseste* 8* 1958 ~a~ 

in tbs tost gra§» of applications* &i%m m had sidsaitted &a the mmlsm? 
C20) which vs had heliaissad to he #eqplSBd« 

Sincerely and with all gced wishes 
V 

HJS/dfo 
E^lemares 



HILL-ELLIOTT PROJECTSLISTED AT CENTER MEETING 

Administration: 

Problems in organization of schools 
Teaching larger than normal classes 
Philosophies of managers and administrators 
Cost studies 

Subjects: 

Production, evaluation, utilization (with variations) 
Languages (5) 
Math (2) 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Regional Interests (never explained) 
Economics 
Natural History 

Production: 

- What elements influence aesthetic efforts 
- What elements influence retention 
- Projects in overseas, propaganda 
- Projects in diffSbility levels 

Methodology: 

Methods of evaluating single programs, series, courses, etc. 

Teacher Training: 

2 projects 

Attitudes Toward TV: 

Part or all of 3 proposals 
- Pupils (to measure how altered by participation, exposures, etc.) 

- Teachers 
- Public 
- Faculty 

Methods of use of TV : 

Teacher selection and training 
guides, follow-up 
adjunct: first or last 



Influence on: 

Achievement 
Interest 
Attitude towards science 
Reasoning ability 

Miscellaneous: 

Uses and effects with gifted children 
Use within industry 
special types of visual® 
What makes certain people sensitive to visuals 

I understand ETRC has projects in 

- as clearing house for TV and Films 
- To discover sources of Teacher opposition to ETV (attitudes) 
- and one more 

12/11/58 
HJS:jg 



Scanned from the National Association of Educational Broadcasters Records 
at the Wisconsin Historical Society as part of 
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